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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
OF
SOUTHERN NEVADA
AGENDA ITEM
Metropolitan Planning Organization [X]

Transit [ ]

Administration and Finance [ ]

SUBJECT: TRAFFIC SIGNAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM GAP ANALYSIS
PETITIONER: M.J. MAYNARD, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA
RECOMMENDATION BY PETITIONER:
THAT THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA (RTC)
APPROVE AND AUTHORIZE AN INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT WITH THE CITY OF LAS VEGAS
FOR THE TRAFFIC SIGNAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM GAP ANALYSIS (FOR POSSIBLE
ACTION)
GOAL: IMPROVE THE EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM AND AIR QUALITY BY MANAGING CONGESTION
FISCAL IMPACT:
None by this action
BACKGROUND:
The City of Las Vegas (City) has proposed a study of gaps in its traffic signal communication system. The
City owns, operates, and maintains over 600 signalized intersections within its jurisdictional boundaries, of
which approximately only 60 percent are connected to the region’s arterial management system (AMS) via a
reliable, high-speed communication medium. Successful systems are highly dependent on the availability of
reliable communications to transmit a variety of real-time information for use in deploying dynamic traffic
solutions. This study will evaluate the current state of the AMS communication network within the City,
with a focus on connections to signalized intersections. Prioritized recommendations will be developed for
short- and long-term improvements to enhance and expand the AMS fiber optic communication network to
achieve 100 percent connectivity to the City’s existing and future traffic signal systems, as well as to the
Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC) Freeway and Arterial System of
Transportation (FAST) communication hubs.
This interlocal agreement identifies the roles and responsibilities of the RTC and the City for the Traffic
Signal Communication System Gap Analysis. The RTC will ensure that the study follows the RTC Unified
Planning Work Program (UPWP) requirements and provide funding to contract with a consultant team to
complete the study (UPWP #301-3935-20). The City will be the main client for the consultant team,
perform client project management, provide information to the public, and report regularly to the RTC on
progress. The study is anticipated to begin later in 2020. Staff recommends approval.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
CRAIG RABORN
Director of Metropolitan Planning Organization
bx

RTC Item #31
August 13, 2020
Consent

INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA
AND
CITY OF LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

This Interlocal Agreement (“Agreement”) is made and entered into on ____, 2020 by and between the
Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada, a political subdivision of the State of Nevada,
with offices at 600 S. Grand Central Parkway, Suite 350, Las Vegas, NV 89106 (“RTC”), and the City of Las
Vegas, a chartered municipal corporation of the State of Nevada, with offices at 495 S. Main St. Las Vegas,
NV 89101 (“City”) and is made pursuant to the provisions of the Nevada Revised Statutes Chapter 277A.
Both RTC and City may be referred to individually as a “Party” or collectively as the “Parties.”
RECITALS
WHEREAS, the Parties intend to conduct the Traffic Signal Communication Gap Analysis, which is included
in the Fiscal Year 2020-2021 Unified Planning Work Program by the RTC, hereinafter referred to as
“Project,” located wholly within the City; and
WHEREAS, Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) 277.180 authorizes any one or more public agencies to contract
with any one or more public agencies to perform any governmental service, activity or undertaking which
any of the public agencies entering into the agreement is authorized by law to perform and refers to such
as an interlocal contract, hereinafter referred to as an “Agreement;” and
WHEREAS, the Parties agree to conform to the current RTC Policies and Procedures, as amended and
incorporated herein by reference; and
WHEREAS, the Parties agree that the RTC may contract with a consulting firm, hereinafter referred to as
“Consultant Team,” to develop a time-phased implementation plan to expand the Arterial Management
System (“AMS”) network connectivity via fiber optic communications to all traffic signal systems operated
and maintained by the City; and
WHEREAS, the RTC will provide all funding for the consulting services described herein; and
WHEREAS, the Parties are willing and able to perform the services described herein; and
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the mutual covenants herein contained, it is
agreed as follows:
AGREEMENT
1.

TERM AND TERMINATION. This Agreement shall be effective from the date of approval by the
governing body of the last Party ratifying this Agreement and shall remain effective for a term of
three (3) years (“Term”).
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a. The RTC may terminate this Agreement at any time, with or without cause, prior to its
expiration with thirty (30) days written notice. In the event RTC terminates this
Agreement, RTC agrees to pay the Consultant Team (as defined in the Scope of Work
attached at Exhibit A) for all work it performed up to and including the date of the RTC’s
written notice of termination.
2.

SCOPE OF AGREEMENT. The scope of work and/or services required by the Parties under this
Agreement shall be as set forth in Exhibit A – Scope of Work and Exhibit B – Roles and
Responsibilities, attached hereto and incorporated by reference.

3.

COMPENSATION. The RTC will pay the Consultant Team directly for the services it performs under
the Scope of Work.

4.

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. This Agreement and its Exhibits make up the Contract Documents for
this Agreement. The Contract Documents form the entire agreement between the Parties.

5.

STATUS OF PARTIES: INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR. The Parties are associated with each other
only for the purposes and to the extent set forth in this Agreement and in respect to performance
of services pursuant to this Agreement. In the performance of such services, each Party shall at
all times be an independent entity with respect to the other Party. Neither Party is an employee
nor agent of the other Party. Further, it is expressly understood and agreed by the Parties that
nothing contained in this Agreement will be construed to create a joint venture, partnership,
association, or other affiliation or similar relationship between the Parties.

6.

BOOKS AND RECORDS.
a. Each Party shall keep and maintain, under generally accepted accounting principles, true
and complete books, records, and documents as are necessary in such Party’s reasonable
discretion to fully disclose sufficient information to determine compliance with the terms
of this Agreement and any applicable statutes and regulations to the other Party, properly
empowered government entities, or their authorized representatives, upon audits or
reviews. Each Party shall retain all such books, records, and documents for a period of at
least three years from the date of termination of this Agreement. If any federal funds are
used pursuant to this Agreement, each Party shall retain all such books, records, and
documents for a period of at least five years from the date of termination of this
Agreement. This retention time shall be extended when an audit is scheduled or in
progress for a period of time reasonably necessary to complete said audit and/or to
complete any administrative and judicial litigation which may ensue.
b. Each Party shall, at all reasonable times, have access to the other Party’s records,
calculations, presentations, and reports produced under this Agreement for inspection
and reproduction.
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7.

BREACH: REMEDIES. Failure of either Party to perform any obligation of this Agreement shall be
deemed a breach. Except as otherwise provided for by law or this Agreement, the rights and
remedies of the Parties shall not be exclusive and are in addition to any other rights and remedies
provided by law or equity, including but not limited to actual damages and the right of the
prevailing Party to seek reasonable attorneys' fees and costs.

8.

WAIVER OF BREACH. Failure to declare a breach or the actual waiver of any particular breach of
this Agreement or its material or nonmaterial terms by either Party shall not operate as a waiver
by such Party of any of its rights or remedies as to any other breach.

9.

LIABILITY. Up to the limitation of law, including, but not limited to, NRS Chapter 41 liability
limitations, each Party shall be responsible for all liabilities, claims, actions, damages, losses, and
expenses, caused by the negligence, errors, omissions, recklessness or intentional or
unintentional misconduct of its own officers, employees, and agents. The Parties do not waive
and intend to assert available NRS Chapter 41 liability limitations in all cases. Neither Party is
responsible for or required to indemnify or defend each other against liabilities, claims, actions,
damages, losses, and expenses from or incurred by any third parties (i.e., a party not signing this
Agreement) for any reason.

10.

LIMITATION ON LIABILITY. The Parties will not waive and intend to assert available NRS Chapter
41 liability limitations in all cases. Contract liability of both Parties shall not be subject to punitive,
consequential or any other special damages. To the extent applicable, actual agreement damages
for any breach shall be limited by NRS 353.260 and NRS 354.626.

11.

FORCE MAJEURE. Neither Party shall be deemed to be in violation of this Agreement if it is
prevented from performing any of its obligations hereunder due to strikes, failure of public
transportation, civil or military authority, act of public enemy, accidents, fires, explosions,
epidemic, pandemic, government imposed quarantine restriction, or acts of God, including,
without limitation, earthquakes, floods, winds, or storms. In such an event the intervening cause
must not be through the fault of the Party asserting such an excuse, and the excused Party is
obligated to perform promptly in accordance with the terms of this Agreement after the
intervening cause ceases.

12.

INSURANCE. Each Party is self-funded or procures insurance for liability and workers’
compensation claims. Each Party agrees, during the Term to maintain and participate in the selfinsurance fund, or procure such insurance as may be required, in amounts which are in
compliance with the laws of the State of Nevada. If any part of this Agreement is contracted,
subcontracted or subleased, each Party shall require its contractor(s), subcontractor(s) or
sublessee(s) to name the other Party as an additional insured on the contractor’s/outside
vendor’s insurance to the same extent it is named as an additional insured.
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13.

NON-DISCRIMINATION. As Equal Opportunity Employers under the Equal Opportunity Act of
1972, the Parties have an ongoing commitment to hire, develop, recruit, and assign the best and
most qualified individuals possible. The Parties employ employees without regard to race, sex,
color, religion, age, ancestry, national origin, marital status, status as a military veteran, disability,
or sexual orientation. The Parties likewise agree that they will comply with all applicable state and
federal employment discrimination statutes, including but not limited to Title VII, rules enforced
by the Nevada Equal Rights Commission, and the American with Disabilities Act, in connection
with this Agreement.

14.

SEVERABILITY. In the event that any provision hereof is held in any respect to be illegal, prohibited,
invalid or unenforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction, such holding shall be effective
only to the extent of such illegality, prohibition, invalidity or unenforceability without affecting
the remaining provisions hereof, and the Parties do hereby agree to replace such illegal,
prohibited, invalid or unenforceable provision with a valid provision which has, as nearly as
possible, the same effect.

15.

PUBLIC RECORDS: CONFIDENTIALITY. This Agreement is governed by State of Nevada law
governing public records. Pursuant to NRS 239.010, information or documents, including this
Agreement, and any other documents generated incidental thereto may be opened by the Parties
for public inspection and copying. The Parties will have a duty to disclose unless a particular record
is made confidential or privileged by law or a common law balancing of interests. Nothing in this
section is meant to modify or amend applicable law.

16.

PROPER AUTHORITY. The Parties hereto represent and warrant that the person executing this
Agreement on behalf of each Party has full power and authority to enter into this Agreement and
that the Parties are authorized by law to perform the services set forth in the documents
incorporated herein.

17.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement and all of the exhibits attached hereto or referenced herein
constitute the entire understanding and agreement of the Parties and supersedes any prior
contracts or agreements between the Parties regarding the subject matter hereof.

18.

AMENDMENTS. This Agreement may be amended only by a writing signed by a duly authorized
agent/officer of each Party. Any amendment will be effective as of the date stipulated in the
written amendment.

19.

GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement and the rights and obligations of the Parties hereto shall be
governed by, and construed according to, the laws of the State of Nevada without regard to
conflicts of law principles, with Clark County, Nevada as the exclusive venue of any action or
proceeding related to or arising out of this Agreement.
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20.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION. The Parties hereto agree that any dispute arising under this Agreement
will be determined through litigation in the District Courts of Nevada, located in Clark County,
Nevada.

21.

NO THIRD-PARTY BENEFICIARIES. The Parties do not intend to, and nothing contained in this
Agreement shall, create any third-party benefit or right to enforce the terms hereof in any party
not named hereto nor shall this Agreement be deemed to create any rights or remedies in favor
of the public.

22.

INTERPRETATION. The headings and captions used in this Agreement are for convenience and
ease of reference only and shall not be used to construe, interpret, expand or limit the terms of
this Agreement. All recitals at the beginning of this Agreement are incorporated herein by the
references thereto contained herein and this reference. All references to statutes or other
applicable law shall be to such statutes or applicable law as may be amended from time-to-time.

23.

NOTICES. All notices permitted or required under this Agreement shall be made by personal
delivery or by U.S. registered or certified mail, postage prepaid to the other Party at their address
set out below:

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
Craig Raborn
600 S. Grand Central Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89106

CITY OF LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Attn: Director of Public Works
Mike Janssen
495 S. Main St.
Las Vegas, NV 89101

Such required notice or other communication shall be deemed to have been received by the Party
to whom it was addressed (i) when delivered, if delivered personally; or (ii) on the third (3rd)
business day following deposit in the mail, if mailed by mail. A Party may change its contact
information for purposes of this Agreement by giving written notice to the other as set forth
above.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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BY SIGNING BELOW, the Parties agree that they have read, understand, and agree to the conditions set
forth herein and have caused their duly authorized representatives to execute this Agreement.

City OF LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF
SOUTHERN NEVADA

PASSED, ADOPTED, AND APPROVED this
_________ day of ___________, 2020 by:

Carolyn G. Goodman
Mayor

Commissioner Lawrence Brown, III
Chairman, RTC Board

Date:

Date:

ATTEST:

ATTEST:

________________________________
Luann D. Holmes, MMC
City Clerk

Marin DuBois
Management Analyst

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

______________________________________
Deputy City Attorney

RTC Legal Counsel
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Exhibit A
Scope of Work

STUDY GOAL:
The goal of this project is to develop a time-phased implementation plan to expand arterial management
system (AMS) network connectivity via fiber optic communications to all traffic signal systems operated
and maintained by the City of Las Vegas (City).
OBJECTIVE:
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) can be broadly defined as any technology that creates safer and
more efficient transportation networks for all modes of travel. The Regional Transportation Commission
of Southern Nevada’s Freeway and Arterial System of Transportation (RTC FAST) serves as an integrated
ITS organization that is primarily responsible for the monitoring and management of traffic on both
arterials and freeways in Southern Nevada.
The AMS is managed by RTC FAST, in conjunction with each respective local agency, with the goal of
achieving safe and efficient traffic flow on streets and arterials through the use of traffic signal systems
and other advanced technologies. Traffic signal timing plans and real-time closed-circuit television
imaging are two types of data regularly transmitted between RTC FAST’s traffic management centers,
agency jurisdictional management centers, and signalized intersections.
The City owns, operates, and maintains over 600 signalized intersections within its jurisdictional
boundaries, of which approximately only 60% are connected to the region’s AMS via a reliable, high-speed
communication medium. Successful systems are highly dependent on the availability of reliable
communications to transmit a variety of real-time information for use in deploying dynamic traffic
solutions. Southern Nevada’s current AMS communications network is comprised of fiber optic cable,
copper interconnect, and wireless radios. Of these, fiber optic cable infrastructure provides superior
bandwidth, speed, reliability, and durability over its copper interconnect or wireless radio counterparts
and is the City’s preferred media, where feasible to implement.
This study will evaluate the current state of the AMS communication network within the City, with a focus
on connections to signalized intersections. Prioritized recommendations will be developed for short- and
long-term improvements to enhance and expand the AMS fiber optic communication network to achieve
100% connectivity to the City’s existing and future traffic signal systems, as well as to RTC FAST
communication hubs.

STUDY AREA:
The study area includes all public rights-of-way within the City jurisdictional boundaries.
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PROJECT SCOPE:
The selected consultant will be responsible for carrying out the tasks identified below:
Task #1: Project Management and Coordination
A. Convene an initial kick-off meeting or call(s) with RTC and City staff to clarify the study approach
and to establish a detailed schedule with specific goals, tasks, timelines, and roles. The final
project schedule will be completed and approved within 60 days of the Notice to Proceed.
B. Perform day-to-day administration work, monitor schedules, and prepare monthly progress
reports, invoices, billings, and administer any sub-consultant (Disadvantaged Business Enterprise)
agreement (if applicable).
C. Organize and coordinate biweekly project status meetings with project stakeholders to review
progress, tasks, and milestones. Prepare all agendas, materials, notices, and minutes.
D. Submit all preliminary reports, maps including GIS files, draft meeting agendas, handouts, slide
decks, and other work products to the RTC project manager within 10 business days in advance
of meeting dates. All materials shared with external stakeholders and the general public must be
reviewed and approved by multiple RTC staff and departments prior to distribution.
E. Federal funds will be used and the consultant is expected to meet federal conditions throughout
the course of the project.
F. Coordinate with other projects in the Study Area, as needed.

Task #2: Data Collection
A. Review available studies, plans, maps, datasets, and documents related to the AMS and traffic
signal systems within the Study Area, including:
a. RTC FAST Infrastructure map
b. City of Las Vegas Traffic Signal Master Plan
c. City of Las Vegas Mobility Master Plan
B. Inventory existing AMS communication infrastructure by intersection within the Study Area
including:
a. Fiber optic cable
b. Copper interconnect
c. Wireless radios

Task #3: Gap Analysis and Implementation Plan
A. Based on existing capacity, develop a phased, prioritized implementation plan that identifies lead
and support organizations, resources needed, and timelines.
B. Prepare individual chapters at the conclusion of each task phase to expedite the plan production
process.
C. Develop GIS-based mapping to illustrate gaps in AMS communication network connectivity at
existing and future traffic signal systems. Assign complete metadata to each GIS file.
D. Develop, describe, and utilize a methodology to identify and prioritize recommendations for
short- and long-term improvements to the AMS fiber optic communication network within the
Study Area. Include estimated material and construction costs for each recommendation.
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E. Perform coordination with City and RTC FAST to:
a. Analyze the need and location of future communication hubs
b. Document existing communication capacity issues
c. Document known damaged communications infrastructure
F. Develop guidelines for incorporation of future AMS improvements within City’s Public Works
Department and private development projects. Identify related policy, plan, and/or code
revisions.
G. Review existing Capital Improvements Plan and identify short-term opportunities to integrate
proposed improvements.
Task #4: Committee Review
A. Prepare slide decks and speaking points for use in committee meetings. All creative and
presentation materials for RTC Committee and Board meetings require prior approval by RTC’s
Metropolitan Planning Organization and Government Affairs Department.
B. Present study findings to the City and project stakeholders for review. The following are to be
included, at a minimum:
a. City: one (1) presentation
b. RTC Executive Advisory Committee (EAC): one (1) presentation
c. RTC FAST Operations Management Committee (OMC): one (1) presentation
d. RTC Board: one (1) presentation

Task #5: Final Report
A. Prepare draft and final reports to document study activities, findings, and recommendations for
short- and long-term improvements to improve the AMS fiber optic communication network
within the Study Area. The reports will be easy-to-read, with an emphasis on graphic design.
Reports are to include maps depicting:
a. Existing and future traffic signal systems
b. Existing AMS communication network (all types)
c. Time-phased implementation plan for future expansion of the AMS
Task #6: Deliverables
The following list summarizes key milestone products, and may not be inclusive of all details provided in
the scope. Additional or alternative products may also be identified by the consultant.
A. Completion of the previous tasks will result in the following deliverables:
a. Monthly project progress reports
b. Meeting agendas and summaries
c. Final Report and mapping as described in Task #3
d. Editable presentation slide decks for stakeholder outreach as described in Task #1
B. Ten (10) printed copies of the final report, a Section 508 compliant PDF to ensure equitable access,
and all editable final report document files (MS Word or Adobe Creative Suite).
C. All mapping components are to be delivered in City designated GIS formats.
D. All photos, images, tables, graphs, and maps contained within the report will be provided as
separate, high-resolution electronic files.
E. Provide an Executive Summary in English and Spanish.
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F. Additional deliverables as identified by the consultant.
Project Cost and Schedule
A. The project cost estimate is $200,000 for the professional service contract.
B. It is anticipated that a notice to proceed would be issued in October, 2020 and all tasks should be
completed in approximately twelve (12) months, or by October, 2021. The consultant shall
prepare a detailed schedule to complete the above tasks (and any other tasks identified by the
consultant).
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Exhibit B
Roles and Responsibilities
The RTC and City agree to the following terms:
1. Project Management:
a. The City will identify one staff member to serve as the Project Manager for this Plan. The City’s
Project Manager will coordinate regularly with the RTC and the Consultant Team on all aspects of
the Plan.
b. The RTC will identify one staff member to serve as the Project Manager for this Plan. The RTC’s
Project Manager will coordinate regularly with the City and the Consultant Team on all aspects of
the Plan.
2. Consultant Services:
a. The RTC shall be responsible for procuring, contracting, and funding the Consultant Team that will
complete the Plan and provide services related to the Plan in accordance with federal
requirements.
b. The Consultant Selection Panel shall be comprised of at least two RTC staff representatives and at
least two City staff representatives.
c. The RTC shall develop the Consultant Team's scope of work in partnership with the City.
Roles & Responsibilities Matrix for Traffic Signal Communication System Gap Analysis
between City of Las Vegas (City) and RTC of Southern Nevada
Procurement - The RTC be the lead agency in procurement with participation from
City
Plan Tasks/ Responsibilities - Project responsibilities will be managed jointly or lead
by the individual agency depending on the task
Created By:

Grant Shirts, RTC

Task

RTC

Procurement of
Consultant
Preparation of the
scope of services
for the RFP.

City

Consultant

Notes
RTC (Grant Shirts) will manage RTC procurement of
consultant services.
RTC (Grant Shirts) and City (Sean Robinson) will
prepare the scope of services document to be
included in the RFP.

R

I

R

A

Independent Cost
Estimate (ICE)

R

I

Request for
Proposals

R

A

Selection of the
consultant

R

A

City (Sean Robinson, Joey Paskey) and the RTC
(Grant Shirts, Chin-Cheng Chen) will participate on a
selection committee in response to the RFP.

I

The selected consultant will be expected to provide
the following documentation to the RTC as part of the
initiation process. 1) Verification Regarding
Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBE) or Good
Faith Effort (GFE); 2) Federal Conditions
Acknowledgement; 3) Supplier Information; 4) W-9
Form 5) Verification of Insurance 6) Signed Contract
via RTC DocuSign

Obtain necessary
documentation
from consultant

A

RTC will prepare the independent cost estimate.
I

R

RTC will issue an RFP for the study for consulting
firms.
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TERMS:
(R) Responsible - the person
who performs an activity or
does the work
(A) Accountable - the person
who is ultimately accountable
and has a Yes/No/Veto
C) Consulted - person or
entity that needs to provide
feedback and contribute to the
activity.
(I) Informed - person that
needs to know of the decision
or action

Task

RTC

City

Purchase
Requisition /
Work Order

R

I

Determination of
Stakeholders

R

R

C

I

I

R

R

A

Payment of
Consultant
Invoices

R

A

Project
Management

R

R

City (Sean Robinson) and RTC (Grant Shirts) will be
the project managers for the City and RTC.

Notice to Proceed

R

I

Upon notification from Purchasing, RTC (Grant
Shirts) will issue a notice to proceed to the
consultant.
Consultant will do the work on the study under the
guidance and leadership of the RTC and City. City
and the RTC will be consulted and informed about
project progress on a monthly basis or more
frequently if needed.

Preparation of
monthly invoice
and monthly
progress status
report.
Approval of
Consultant
Invoices

Consultant

R

R

Project Meetings
Set-Up

A

A

R

Communication to
stakeholders

A

A

R

Create Draft and
Final materials
and reports

A

A

R

Review and
Comment on
Draft Final Report
and materials

A

A

A

A

Acceptance of
Final Report and
Closeout of
Project

A

A

RTC (Grant Shirts) will prepare the purchase
requisition for the study, which can be obtained from
S:\MSGovern\Forms\MSG PR.xls
City and RTC will determine stakeholders in
coordination with the study consultant. City will
organize and confirm stakeholder participation with
assistance from the RTC.
The consultant will prepare the monthly invoice for
the study and a progress report updating their efforts
in the various tasks of the study.
City will receive the invoice from the consultant,
review it and then forward it to the RTC within 5
business days of receipt.
RTC (Grant Shirts) will review the consultant invoices
received from the City and recommend them for
payment by the RTC within 3 business days of
receipt.

Manage
consultant

Preparation of
Final Report and
Supporting
Appendices

Notes

The consultant will set up project meetings for the
study in consultation with City and RTC as to dates,
location and content.
The Consultant (team) will send out all
communications to stakeholders for project
information, updates and events. City and RTC will
be the main contact for this project.
The consultant will create a draft version of the final
report for the Traffic Signal Communication System
Gap Analysis. This will also include supporting
materials such as PowerPoint presentations,
memorandums, flyers or reports. The RTC and City
will review all draft materials.
The RTC and City will review their respective copies
of the Draft Report for the Maryland Parkway
Corridor TOD Plan and provide comments to the
consultant in a timely manner.

R

The consultant will take the comments received from
the City and RTC into consideration in the
preparation of their final report and also prepare the
necessary appendices showing the data collected in
their study efforts to arrive at their findings in the
report.
RTC and City will review the final report to ensure it
contains the material required of all final reports (i.e.,
date of completion, required disclaimers, brief
executive summary, Spanish translation of executive
summary)
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
OF
SOUTHERN NEVADA
AGENDA ITEM
Metropolitan Planning Organization [X]

Transit [ ]

Administration and Finance [ ]

SUBJECT: 2017-2040 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN AMENDMENT CLARK 20-32
PETITIONER: M.J. MAYNARD, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA
RECOMMENDATION BY PETITIONER:
THAT THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA (RTC)
APPROVE AMENDMENT CLARK 20-32 TO THE 2017-2040 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION
PLAN (FOR POSSIBLE ACTION)
GOAL: IMPROVE THE EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM AND AIR QUALITY BY MANAGING CONGESTION
FISCAL IMPACT:
None by this action
BACKGROUND:
The Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC) adopted the 2017-2040 Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) at its February 9, 2017 meeting. Federal regulations require the RTP to be
amended when there are major adjustments to program elements. Amendment Clark 20-32 will add a new
project funded by the Federal Transit Administration and local funds in the RTP.
This amendment is consistent with the 2017-2040 Regional Transportation Plan and does not impact air
quality conformity.
Staff recommends approval.

Respectfully submitted,

___________________________
CRAIG RABORN
Director of Metropolitan Planning Organization
ak

RTC Item #32
August 13, 2020
Consent
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Regional Transportation Commission

AGENDA ITEM DEVELOPMENT REPORT
Agenda Item Recommendation (as submitted):

THAT THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA (RTC)
APPROVE AMENDMENT CLARK 20-32 TO THE 2017-2040 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION
PLAN (FOR POSSIBLE ACTION)
Agenda Item Requested by: Regional Transportation Commission
Date: 07/15/2020
Staff
Discussion: The Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC) adopted the 2017-2040
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) at its February 9, 2017 meeting. Federal regulations require the RTP
to be amended when there are major adjustments to program elements. Amendment Clark 20-32 will add
the following Federal Transit Administration Large Urban Capital funded project in the federal fiscal year
(FFY) 2020 of the RTP. Project details are attached.
Amendment Clark 20-32:
Add RTP Project # 6275: RTC Mobile Learning Lab, Build a mobile learning lab to train and educate
transportation disadvantaged individuals on technology and resources to improve mobility access to
services in the community.
This amendment is consistent with the 2017-2040 Regional Transportation Plan and does not impact air
quality conformity. Staff recommends approval.
Advisory Action: Approval
Meeting Date: 07/30/2020
Discussion: None
Advisory Action: Approval
* Conditions (if applicable)

Disapproval
Hold Item
Executive Advisory Committee
Disapproval

Hold Item

Amendment 20-32 RTCSNV

Transportation Improvement Program Fiscal Year 2019-2022

XS20200031

(Ver 1) 20-32

1 Projects Listed

STATUS

FEDERAL

New Project

RTC Mobile Learning Lab
Description: Build a mobile learning lab to train and educate transportation disadvantaged individuals on technology and resources to improve mobility access to
services in the community.
Project Type: Transit - Other
AQ: Exempt, Other - Non construction related activities.
TCM: No
Limits: Not Location Specific
County: Clark
Title:

FED FY

MPO

Revenue Source

2020

FTA 5310 Elderly/Disabled Lrg Urb Capital

2020

RTC Sales Tax

RTCSNV (6275)

RTCSNV Project Listing
Printed on Thursday, July 16, 2020

PE

ROW
$0

$0

CON

OTHER
$0

District 1

TOTAL

$128,624

$128,624
$69,259

$0

$0

$0

$69,259

2020-2024 TOTAL

$0

$0

$0

$197,883

$197,883

ALL YEARS TOTAL

$0

$0

$0

$197,883

$197,883

Lead Agency

NDOT:

RTC Southern Nevada
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
OF
SOUTHERN NEVADA
AGENDA ITEM
Metropolitan Planning Organization [ X ]

Transit [ ]

Administration and Finance [ ]

SUBJECT: COORDINATED PUBLIC TRANSIT-HUMAN SERVICES TRANSPORTATION PLAN
PETITIONER: M.J. MAYNARD, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA
RECOMMENDATION BY PETITIONER:
THAT THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA (RTC)
APPROVE THE SOUTHERN NEVADA COORDINATED PUBLIC TRANSIT-HUMAN SERVICES
TRANSPORTATION PLAN (FOR POSSIBLE ACTION)
GOAL: ENHANCE MOBILITY BY IMPROVING TRANSPORTATION CHOICES AND
FACILITATING MULTI-MODAL CONNECTIVITY
FISCAL IMPACT:
None
BACKGROUND:
The Southern Nevada Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services Transportation Plan (Coordinated Plan)
aims to enhance mobility for seniors, people with disabilities, and low-income individuals. The federally
required plan, which was last updated in 2015, brings together public, private, and non-profit transportation
and human service providers and includes: 1) an inventory of existing transportation services, 2) a
transportation needs and gap analysis, 3) an assessment of funding sources, and 4) goals, strategies, and an
implementation plan.
Stakeholder-focused outreach engaged over 400 representatives of key organizations through meetings of an
advisory committee, phone and in-person interviews, transit facility tours, roundtables, presentations at
partner meetings, and an online inventory survey. The public comment period and public meetings occurred
during May 2020. The Metropolitan Planning Subcommittee, Transportation Access Advisory Committee,
and Executive Advisory Committee approved the plan during July 2020.
The Executive Summary is attached, and the final draft plan is provided at rtcsnv.com/CTP.
Staff recommends approval.
Respectfully submitted,

____________________________
CRAIG RABORN
Director of Metropolitan Planning Organization
dr

RTC Item #33
August 13, 2020
Consent
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Regional Transportation Commission

AGENDA ITEM DEVELOPMENT REPORT
Agenda Item Recommendation (as submitted):

THAT THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA
(RTC) APPROVE THE SOUTHERN NEVADA COORDINATED PUBLIC TRANSITHUMAN SERVICES TRANSPORTATION PLAN (FOR POSSIBLE ACTION)
Agenda Item Requested by: Regional Transportation Commission
Date: 7/30/2020
Staff
Discussion: Federal transit law requires that projects selected to receive funding under the
Enhanced Mobility for Individuals and Individuals with Disabilities (Section 5310) Program are
“included in a locally developed, coordinated public transit-human services transportation plan”.
This plan is a comprehensive update of the existing Coordinated Transportation Plan, which was
adopted by the RTC Board on March 12, 2015.
The plan aims to achieve the following goals: 1) expand mobility options and resources, 2)
increase awareness of transportation, 3) leverage technology, 4) improve connections to transit
facilities, and 5) expand regional collaboration. Strategies for achieving these goals and related
implementation actions, potential funding sources, and roles are also outlined in the plan.
Stakeholder Engagement
The plan was developed through participation of transportation, health and human services
organizations and individuals through the following forums:
-

Stakeholder Advisory Committee meetings (5);
Phone and in-person interviews (24);
Transit facility tours and staff interviews (2);
Roundtable events focused on transportation needs of people with disabilities, seniors and
veterans, and low-income workforce transportation (3);
Presentations at meetings of US Vets, the Nevada Homeless Alliance, Nevada Minority
Health and Equity Coalition, and Southern Nevada Homelessness Continuum of Care (5);
Online inventory survey, which included over 100 responses;
Virtual Community Stakeholder meeting (1), attended by over 55 key stakeholders; and
Presentations to RTC Committees (5).

Additionally, a 21-day public comment period occurred from May 11 through May 31, 2020. The
comment period was publicly noticed, and the draft plan is available at rtcsnv.com/CTP.
Comments received during the public comment period and through subsequent stakeholder
outreach have been incorporated into the final draft.
RTC committee approvals include: Metropolitan Planning Subcommittee (7/14/20),
Transportation Access Advisory Committee (7/29/20), and Executive Advisory Committee
(7/30/20). Staff recommends approval.
Advisory Action: Approval
Disapproval
Hold Item
Meeting Date: 07/30/2020
Executive Advisory Committee
Discussion: None
Advisory Action: Approval
Disapproval
Hold Item
* Conditions (if applicable)

Executive Summary

INTRODUCTION
The Southern Nevada Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services
Transportation Plan (Coordinated Transportation Plan) aims to enhance mobility
for individuals with disabilities, older adults, and people with low incomes.
The plan brings together public, private, and non-profit transportation and human service providers
and includes the following elements:
• Inventory of existing transportation services
• Identification of transportation needs, duplication of services, and regional service area gaps
• Assessment of existing and potential funding sources
• Goals, strategies and an action plan
The Coordinated Plan assesses a spectrum of mobility services, policies, and programs for improving
coordinated planning between public transit agencies (Figure ES-1) and human service transportation
providers throughout Clark County.

July 2020
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Figure ES-1 Clark County

ES-2
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Executive Summary

GROWING DEMAND
Since the last Coordinated Plan update,
Clark County’s population has increased by
9% (Figure ES-2
Clark County Population
Factors (2013 and 2017)). Today, a larger
portion of seniors live in Clark County. This
population group is expected to increase
by 8.7% by 2060. The portion of low-income
households and persons with disabilities has
remained the same since the last Plan update;
however, these sub-groups have increased in
numbers.
Almost 20% of Clark County households have
incomes below $25,000, which is slightly
higher than rate for the state and country.
Clark County’s low-income population
accounts for roughly two-thirds of the County’s
public transportation trips; however, a majority
of low-income workers drive alone.
Clark County’s unemployment rate improved
by 8.8% since 2013; however, future

projections predict unemployment will
resume an upward trend given the economic
downturn resulting from the COVID-19
pandemic. Two out of every five workers are
in industries that have been impacted by the
pandemic, including educational services,
healthcare, recreation, accommodation, and
food services. Unemployment rates and the
pandemic will likely have a continued impact
on transportation modes and needs. Social
distancing mandates and the unprecedented
large-scale adoption of telecommuting
across multiple industries have halted travel
altogether. Discretionary transit riders are
expected to shift away from public mobility
options towards private vehicles while transitdependent riders will continue to rely on
transit, even as agencies gradually scale back
operations.

Figure ES-2 Clark County Population Factors (2013 and 2017)
2013

Percent of Total
Population (2013)

2017

Total Population

2,027,868

—

2,204,079

Persons age 50+

626,611

31%

718,362

33%

Seniors (65+)

216,595

11%

317,116

14%

Low-Income (<$25,000 per HH)

150,105

21%*

157,701

21%**

Persons with Disabilities†

249,201

12%

260,942

12%

Persons with Medicaid Coverage

258,596

13%

431,157

20%

Factors

Percent of Total
Population (2017)
—

* Based on 710,058 households in 2013.
**Based on 749,858 households in 2017.
† U.S. Census (2018). Disability Characteristics – 2017 American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates and U.S.
Census (2018). Disability Characteristics – 2013 American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates. Retrieved from
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_17_1YR_S1810&prodType=table
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GAPS AND NEEDS
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The distribution of specialized services
in Southern Nevada is not uniform;
specifically, adult day care services
(Figure ES-3 Transit Accessibility
to Social Services). Grocery stores,
outpatient and dialysis centers, and
senior centers are generally not well
served by fixed-route transit. Some
services are concentrated in certain
areas of the Las Vegas Valley, making
it difficult for people to access them.
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and shelters; some are simply flag or
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temperatures.
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Transit Accessibility to
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Stakeholder Advisory Committee Meeting

challenging for transit-dependent parents and
caregivers traveling with infants and small
children, low-income residents making reverse
commutes, youth traveling between school
and after-school activities, and people with
physical, sensory, and cognitive disabilities.
Additionally, although the urbanized area of
the Las Vegas Valley holds a massive majority
of Clark County’s population, there are towns
in outlying areas that are significant distances
away. As a result, routes connecting between
cities often have long headways and service is
infrequent and unreliable. Riders transferring
from one service to another often experience
long wait times at key transfer points.

Shared Demand-Response and OnDemand Services are Limited
The productivity of shared demand-response
services is limited by service hours and
eligibility criteria. Many shared demand
response services provided throughout Clark
County operate a limited schedule several
days a week. Specific days and hours of
operation can vary by route, though service
is typically concentrated in the mornings or
afternoons. Service is limited during certain
times of the day, which constrains the mobility
of populations needing this service. Service is
also often limited to riders who meet specific
eligibility criteria, such as veteran status or
residing in a specific geographic area or
housing complex. Additionally, on-demand

services through Lyft, Uber, or Tango are
mostly limited to pilot projects.

New Partnerships Reflect
Ongoing Needs in the Region
The proliferation of new partnerships between
private, public, and non-profit providers in
recent years illustrates a desire for creative
solutions to address ongoing transportation
challenges across the region. Constrained
funding, limited resources, demographics,
and the unprecedented COVID-19 health
crisis have prompted organizations to share
resources, funding, and responsibilities
to reduce cost and streamline access for
vulnerable populations with unmet needs.

Funding Shortfalls for Transportation and
Human Services Programs
Funding constraints limit the availability
of essential services and programs for
seniors, people with disabilities, and people
with low incomes. The reliance on grants
for non-ADA funding also threatens the
consistent availability of some programs.
These limitations have implications for the
affordability and quality of life in Southern
Nevada.

Executive Summary

RTC Mobility Training Center

SUMMARY OF GOALS
The development of this Plan’s
recommendations stems from multiple key
goals. The goals of the Plan are derived from
multiple sources, including:


Input from the Stakeholder Advisory
Committee for this Plan



Input from over 300 representatives
of transportation, health, and human
services organizations reached through
interviews, roundtables, presentations
at partner meetings, and a stakeholder
survey



Review of relevant plans and studies,
including the 2015 Coordinated Plan



Gaps and needs analysis particular
to the critical Southern Nevada
populations served by this Plan (people
with disabilities, older adults, and
people with low incomes)

Goals

Proposed goals of this plan are as follows:
Goal 1: Expand Mobility Options
and Resources

Continue expanding the capacity of
transportation services available to populations
of all abilities and means in Southern Nevada.
Goal 2: Increase Awareness of Transportation

Regularly educate and inform residents and
visitors of all available transportation services
and resources through user-friendly and
accessible educational tolls.
Goal 3: Leverage Technology

Explore the use of emerging mobility options to
complement existing transportation services.
Goal 4: Improve Connections to Transit
Facilities

Optimize land use and transit, bicycle, and
pedestrian facilities to improve the efficiency,
accessibility, safety, and quality of first and last
mile trips.
Goal 5: Expand Regional Collaboration

Continue expanding on existing coordination
and collaboration efforts between non-profits
and government agencies.
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SUMMARY OF STRATEGIES
Coordinated Transportation Plan strategies are big picture initiatives that Southern Nevada’s
transportation and human services providers can implement or facilitate and include:


Programs. Activities and convenings which are related to sharing information and
facilitating interested in coordinated transportation.



Policies. Government principles and actions in support of coordinated transportation.



Services. The direct provision of transportation itself.



Infrastructure. The management, maintenance, development, and procurement of
transportation facilities and vehicles.



Funding. Approaches related to financing and programming coordinated transportation.

 Personnel. Human resources for transportation.
Proposed strategies are subject to change in the future based on community needs and available
resources, which are evolving as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The list in Figure ES-4 on
the following page provides a framework for implementing plan goals and may be modified due
to potential changes in travel behavior, population and unemployment levels, funding availability,
and capacity of transportation and health and human service providers.

ES-8
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Figure ES-4 List of Strategies
Type

Strategy
Establish Formal Statewide Transit Association*
Develop and Distribute Consumer-Friendly and Accessible Materials*
Establish Mobile Travel Training Program*

Programs

Provide Transparent and Accessible Section 5310 Information online
Develop TNC Ride Assistance Program
Develop Single Contact/App/Site for Regionwide Trip Planning, Scheduling, and Payment
Broaden Awareness of Community Mobility Fund
Expand Customer Satisfaction and Planning Surveys
Advocate for Integration of Transit and Compact Development into New and Redevelopment Planning to
Promote Transit Access*
Incentivize/Encourage Neighborhood Social Service Centers and Pop-Ups for All People*

Policies

Expand In-Kind Donations, Awareness, and Distribution of Complimentary and Discounted Transit Passes to
Target Populations*
Develop Goals, Performance Targets, and Data Sharing Requirements for Public-Private Partnerships
Allow TNC Trips as a Medicaid-Eligible Transportation Mode
Consider Fare Policies for Improved Transit Affordability and Access
Establish Standards for Purchase of Service
Continue to Expand Use of Technology in Paratransit Scheduling and Education*
Develop Microtransit Services Targeted to Low-Income Communities and/or Reverse Commuters*
Explore Expanding Services to Connect People in “Food Deserts” to Grocery Delivery, Grocery Stores, Food
Pantries, and Congregate Meal Sites*
Pilot Partnerships for Non-Emergency and Post-Discharge Medical Trips

Services

Connect Transit Service to Regional and Intercity Hubs
Support Fixed-Route Service Improvements to Increase Ridership and Reduce Burdens on Demand-Response
Routes
Explore Partnerships and Collaboration for School Transportation for All
Explore Utilizing Rural Vehicle Layover Time to Expand Urban Service
Consider Expanding Funding to Fill Temporal Gaps in Flexible Demand-Response Service Schedule
Pilot Additional Brokerage of Rides through Mobile Apps in Partnership with Organizations and Operators
Improve Transit Navigation for People with Disabilities Through the Use of Technology*

Infrastructure

Raise In-Kind Donations of Vehicles, Spare Parts, Safety Materials, and Facility Enhancements*
Establish Local and Transit Agency Contacts and Methods to Communicate Unsafe and/or Inaccessible
Conditions on Sidewalks and at Bus Stops*
Leverage GIS Tools to Map ADA Accessible Paths

Funding

Sustain and Expand Funding for Existing Transit and Specialized Transportation Services*
Coordinated Funding and Related Policies*
Identify Alternative Revenue Sources for Transit Capital and Operations
Establish Regional Mobility Managers*
Share Support Services Across Multiple Agencies and Organizations*

Personnel

Train Mobility Managers, Transit Agency Staff, Customer Service Representatives, and Case Workers on Training
the General Public to Ride on Fixed-Route Transit*
Increase Driver Pool Through Pay, Benefits, Requirements, and Recognition
Explore Options to Expand Demand-Response Dispatch Staffing
Increase Custodial, Security, and Ambassador Staffing at Bus Stops

* Priority strategy identified by the Plan’s Stakeholder Advisory Committee
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
OF
SOUTHERN NEVADA
AGENDA ITEM
Metropolitan Planning Organization [ ]

Transit [ ]

Administration and Finance [ X ]

SUBJECT: APPROVE CHANGE ORDER
PETITIONER: M.J. MAYNARD, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA
RECOMMENDATION BY PETITIONER:
THAT THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA (RTC)
APPROVE A CHANGE ORDER TO THE FISCAL YEAR 2020 PROCUREMENT OPTION UNDER
CONTRACT NO. 15-001, CNG FLEET PROCUREMENT – 40/60, BETWEEN THE RTC AND NEW
FLYER OF AMERICA, INC. IN THE AMOUNT NOT-TO-EXCEED $20,385.20 FOR COVID-19
PREVENTION MEASURES, AND AUTHORIZE STAFF TO ISSUE A REVISED PURCHASE
ORDER (FOR POSSIBLE ACTION)
GOAL: SECURE FUNDING FOR EXPANSION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE OF
SYSTEMS AND ROUTES
FISCAL IMPACT:
Funds in the amount of $20,385.20 are budgeted in the five-year capital plan in the Transit Fund and will be
expended in Fiscal Year (FY) 2020.
BACKGROUND:
On January 9, 2020, the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC) approved
exercising the FY 2020 option for contract 15-001, CNG Fleet Procurement – 40/60, between the RTC and
New Flyer of America, Inc. to order 20 40-foot buses for a not-to-exceed amount of $12,542,529.41.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the RTC is implementing social distancing methods to improve the
separation of transit operators and reduce the risk of spreading COVID-19 on buses in mass transportation.
The drivers’ barrier door extended glass will provide improved separation between the operator and
passengers.
The additional cost for the 20 buses is $20,385.20. The revised not-to-exceed amount for the FY 2020
option is $12,562,914.61.
Staff recommends approval.
Respectfully submitted,

____________________________
M.J. MAYNARD
Chief Executive Officer
cdc
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
OF
SOUTHERN NEVADA
AGENDA ITEM
Metropolitan Planning Organization [ ]

Transit [X]

Administration and Finance [ ]

SUBJECT: OWNER-CONTROLLED ALLOWANCE INCREASE
PETITIONER: M.J. MAYNARD, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA
RECOMMENDATION BY PETITIONER:
THAT THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA (RTC)
APPROVE AN INCREASE TO THE OWNER-CONTROLLED ALLOWANCE TO BID NO. 19-020, LAS
VEGAS BOULEVARD MAX STATIONS ADA IMPROVEMENTS, WITH RM CONTRACTING, LLC IN
THE NOT-TO-EXCEED AMOUNT OF $200,000.00 (FOR POSSIBLE ACTION)
GOAL: SECURE FUNDING FOR EXPANSION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE OF SYSTEMS
AND ROUTES
FISCAL IMPACT:
Funds in the amount of $200,000.00 are budgeted and available in the Transit Fund for Fiscal Year 2021. Of this
amount, 80 percent is eligible for reimbursement with federal funds.
BACKGROUND:
On April 9, 2020, the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC) approved award of Bid No.
19-020 to RM Contracting, LLC in the amount not-to-exceed $670,650.00, inclusive of a $90,000 Owner-Controlled
Allowance for the Las Vegas Boulevard MAX Stations ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) Improvements
Project. The contractor has commenced demolition activities and the existing conditions are substantially different
from those shown on the original approved plans. The engineer and contractor would not have been able to anticipate
the existing deviations from Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT) standards for the subsurface conditions.
The discrepancies between the existing field conditions and the approved construction drawings differ from location
to location. Additional work includes, but is not limited to the following: additional demolition/concrete removal on
platform and curbs; additional traffic control and dust control; and placement of additional backfill material.
Additional work is required in order to comply with NDOT’s inspection’s requirements and standards.
This recommendation is to increase the current Owner-Controlled Allowance contract amount by $200,000.00 to
ensure compliance with Nevada Revised Statute prompt payment requirements to expedite to the contractor and
subcontractors for the unforeseen conditions and any updated construction standards as the project progresses. Funds
will only be released to the contractor based on the RTC’s review and approval for additional work and/or services.
The new contract not-to-exceed amount will be $870,650.00.
Staff recommends approval.
Respectfully submitted,

___________________________
M.J. MAYNARD
Chief Executive Officer
rja
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
OF
SOUTHERN NEVADA
AGENDA ITEM
Metropolitan Planning Organization [ ]

Transit [X]

Administration and Finance [ ]

SUBJECT: APPROVE AMENDMENT
PETITIONER: M.J. MAYNARD, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA
RECOMMENDATION BY PETITIONER:
THAT THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA (RTC)
APPROVE AMENDMENT NO. 03 TO CONTRACT 19-020DS, LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD MAX
STATIONS AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES IMPROVEMENTS DESIGN SERVICES, WITH CA
GROUP, INC IN THE NOT-TO-EXCEED AMOUNT OF $6,738.60 FOR THE BASE TERM
CONTRACT PERIOD, FOR A REVISED TOTAL NOT-TO-EXCEED BASE TERM CONTRACT
AMOUNT OF $83,638.60, AND AUTHORIZE THE CHAIRMAN TO SIGN (FOR POSSIBLE ACTION)
GOAL: ENHANCE PUBLIC AWARENESS AND SUPPORT OF THE REGIONAL
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FISCAL IMPACT:
Funds in the amount of $6,738.60 are budgeted and available in the Transit Fund for Fiscal Year 2021.
BACKGROUND:
On October 11, 2018, the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC) Board of
Commissioners awarded contract 19-020DS, Las Vegas Boulevard Max Stations American with Disabilities
Act (ADA) Improvements, to CA Group for professional design services.
Amendment No. 03 will amend the scope of services to include additional surveying and engineering design
related to unforeseen site conditions encountered during construction.
This recommendation is to approve Amendment No. 03, adding $6,738.60 to the contract. The total revised
contract not-to-exceed amount is $83,638.60.

Respectfully submitted,

____________________________
M.J. MAYNARD
Chief Executive Officer
rja
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DocuSign Envelope ID: 6FBCF5A5-31A3-4087-86D5-8E6566A58BBF

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
OF
SOUTHERN NEVADA
AGENDA ITEM
Metropolitan Planning Organization [ ]

Transit [ ]

Administration and Finance [X]

SUBJECT: INTERLOCAL CONTRACT
PETITIONER: M.J. MAYNARD, CHIEF EXECTIVE OFFICER
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA
RECOMMENDATION BY PETITIONER:
THAT THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA (RTC)
APPROVE INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT 20-034IL, WITH THE STATE OF NEVADA, ACTING BY
AND THROUGH ITS DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, FOR THE PERIOD FROM OCTOBER
13, 2020 TO JUNE 30, 2023, IN THE AMOUNT NOT-TO-EXCEED $360,000.00, AND AUTHORIZE
THE CHAIRMAN TO SIGN THE CONTRACT (FOR POSSIBLE ACTION)
GOAL: ENHANCE PUBLIC AWARENESS AND SUPPORT OF THE REGIONAL
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FISCAL IMPACT:
Revenue in the estimated amount of $360,000.00 for the Transit Fund is expected to be generated during the
contract term.
BACKGROUND:
Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) 277.180 authorizes any one or more public agencies to contract with any one
or more other public agencies to perform any governmental service, activity or undertaking which any of the
public agencies entering into the contract is authorized by law to perform. The Regional Transportation
Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC) agrees to provide bus passes in the not-to-exceed amount of
$360,000.00 for the contract term. In each of the fiscal years 2021, 2022, and 2023, the amount of
$120,000.00 is allocated. This contract will not become effective until, and unless, approved by the Nevada
State Board of Examiners.
This recommendation is to approve an interlocal contract between the RTC and the State of Nevada, acting
by and through its Department of Corrections, to provide bus passes for the period of October 13, 2020
through June 30, 2023 (subject to the Nevada State Board of Examiners’ approval).
Staff recommends approval.

Respectfully submitted,

____________________________
M.J. MAYNARD
Chief Executive Officer
tnb

RTC Item #37
August 13, 2020
Consent
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
OF
SOUTHERN NEVADA
AGENDA ITEM
Metropolitan Planning Organization [ ]

Transit [ ]

Administration and Finance [X]

SUBJECT: APPROVE CONTRACT
PETITIONER: M.J. MAYNARD, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA
RECOMMENDATION BY PETITIONER:
THAT THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION OF SOUTHERN NEVADA (RTC)
RECEIVE A RECOMMENDATION FROM THE EVALUATION COMMITTEE TO SELECT AND
AWARD CONTRACT NO. 20-040, PUBLIC BIKE SHARE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
PROJECT, TO BICYCLE TRANSIT SYSTEMS, INC. IN THE AMOUNT NOT-TO-EXCEED
$670,970.00 FOR THE BASE TERM OF 10 MONTHS, FROM SEPTEMBER 1, 2020 TO JUNE 30,
2021, WITH THREE, ONE-YEAR OPTIONS TO RENEW, AND AUTHORIZE THE CHAIRMAN TO
SIGN THE CONTRACT; OR TAKE OTHER ACTION AS DEEMED APPROPRIATE (FOR
POSSIBLE ACTION)
GOAL: IMPROVE THE EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM AND AIR QUALITY BY MANAGING CONGESTION
FISCAL IMPACT:
Funds are budgeted and available in the Transit Fund for Fiscal Year (FY) 2021. Remaining funds will be
budgeted in the same fund for future years.
BACKGROUND:
On May 15, 2020, the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC) issued Request for
Proposals (RFP) No. 20-040, Public Bike Share Operations and Maintenance Project. An evaluation
committee comprised of three internal evaluators completed the review and scoring of all responsive and
responsible proposals. The evaluation committee ranked Bicycle Transit Systems as the top rated firm. The
firm ranked as follows: (1) Bicycle Transit Systems, Inc (Bike Transit).
As a result, staff has negotiated a contract with Bike Transit. The objective of this project is for Bike
Transit to provide services to operate and maintain a fully functional Public Bike Share System.
Staff recommends approval.

Respectfully submitted,

____________________________
M.J. MAYNARD
Chief Executive Officer
tnb

RTC Item #38
August 13, 2020
Consent

       

CONTRACT NO. 20-040
PUBLIC BIKE SHARE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PROJECT
SERVICE PROVIDER:

Bicycle Transit Systems, Inc.
1330 North Fifth Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122
Phone: (267) 428-2453
Fax: (267) 200-0417

Alison M. Cohen
President and CEO
acohen@bicycletransit.com

       

CONTRACT NO. 20-040
PUBLIC BIKE SHARE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PROJECT

CONTRACT FOR
PUBLIC BIKE SHARE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PROJECT
CONTRACT NO. 20-040
This Contract is made and entered into this13th day of August, 2020, by and between Regional
Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (hereinafter referred to as “RTC”), having its principal
office located at 600 South Grand Central Parkway, Las Vegas, Nevada 89106-4512, and Bicycle
Transit Systems, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as “Service Provider”), incorporated in the state of
Pennsylvania, having its principal office located at 1330 North Fifth Street, Philadelphia, PA, for
Operations and Maintenance Services (hereinafter referred to as “Project”).
RECITALS:
WHEREAS, the RTC conducted a competitive procurement process per Request for Proposal
(RFP) No. 20-040, Public Bike Share Maintenance and Operations Project, to select a non-exclusive
Service Provider;
WHEREAS, pursuant to that process, the RTC selected the Service Provider to provide operation
and maintenance service; and
WHEREAS, the Service Provider is competent to perform the services described herein and
desires to enter into this Contract with the RTC for the provision of such services; and
WHEREAS, the Service Provider has the required licenses and/or authorizations pursuant to all
federal, State of Nevada and local laws in order to conduct business relative to this Contract; and
WHEREAS, the Service Provider has the personnel and resources necessary to accomplish the
Project within the required schedule and with a budget allowance not-to-exceed $670,970.00 (Six
hundred seventy thousand, nine hundred seventy dollars and zero cents) for the base period of the
contract, including all fees for time and labor for salaries, overhead, materials, equipment, licenses,
direct non-salary expenses incurred by the Service Provider.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises hereinafter given, it is mutually
agreed by and between the Service Provider and the RTC as follows:
SECTION A – CONTRACT FORM
The subject matter of this Contract is to for the Service Provider to provide Public Bike Share Operations

and Maintenance.

SECTION B – BASIC TERMS
B-1 DEFINITIONS
The following definitions apply to this Contract:
(a) “Award Date” means the date that a Contract becomes effective. It is the date that is entered
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into the first paragraph of a Contract upon execution by an authorized representative of the
RTC.
(a) “Service Provider” means the individual, partnership, or corporation responsible for the
performance of services under this Contract.
(b) “Service Provider Representative” means the individual authorized to act on behalf of the
Service Provider regarding routine matters arising under or relating to this Contract.
(c) “Contract” means this document, consisting of Sections A through F, which is binding and
effective only upon execution by the RTC.
(d) “Contract Documents” means the following documents which collectively constitute the
obligations of the Contractor: (1) this Contract and the attachments hereto; (2) the Request
For Proposal (RFP) No. 20-040 and any addenda thereto; and (3) the Contractor’s proposal
in response to the RFP, including its Best and Final offer or clarifications (if any).
(e) “Contract Technical Representative” means the RTC representative who is responsible for
the coordination of Contract performance between the RTC and the Service Provider.
(f) “Deliverable” means any report, software, hardware, data, documentation, or other tangible
item or event that the Service Provider is required to provide or perform to the RTC under
the terms of the Contract.
(g) “Non-exclusive Contract” means a Contract under which the RTC agrees to obtain some, but
not necessarily all, of the RTC’s requirements for a particular service.
(h) “RTC” means the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada.
(i) “RTC Commission” means the governing body of the Regional Transportation Commission
of Southern Nevada.
B-2 CONTRACT TYPE
The Contract type is not-to-exceed. This is a Non-exclusive Contract.
B-3 PRICES/COSTS/DELIVERABLES
(a) Prices/Costs/Deliverables Schedule
The Service Provider will invoice the RTC in accordance with the payment and deliverables
schedule specified in attached Exhibit B, Prices/Cost/Deliverables. The RTC’s obligation to
pay Service Provider cannot exceed the specified amount(s). It is expressly understood that
the entire work defined in Exhibit A must be completed by the Service Provider and it shall
be the Service Provider's responsibility to ensure that hours and tasks are properly budgeted
so the entire project is completed for the specified amount(s).
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(b) The not-to-exceed amount for the base period of this contract is $$670,970.00 (Six hundred
seventy thousand, nine hundred seventy dollars and zero cents).
B-4 INVOICES
(a) The Service Provider shall submit an invoice to the RTC in accordance with the payment
schedule set forth in Paragraph B-3 (Prices/Costs/Deliverables) above and must be
accompanied by backup material. The Service Provider shall furnish monthly invoices on or
about the first day of each month. The RTC shall pay the invoiced amount within 30 calendar
days after the date of receipt of a correct invoice. All invoices should identify the following
items:
The date of the invoice;
2. Service Provider name;
3. Complete address (including street, city, state and zip code);
4. Telephone number;
5. Contact person;
6. Itemized description of services performed and/or products delivered (including
quantities) or services rendered (including performance dates covered), referencing
the contract item;
7. Copies of subcontractor invoices
8. Itemized pricing and total amount due (excluding Sales and Use Tax);
9. the associated RTC purchase order number;
10. Service Provider’s Tax Identification Number;
11. RTC Contract Number
12. Percentage Discount/Payment Terms (if offered);
13. Copy of the progress report, signed/approved by RTC’s Contract Technical
Representative, if applicable; and
14. Service Provider’s invoice number.
1.

The RTC shall pay claims for supplies, materials, equipment and services purchased under the
provisions of this contract electronically, unless determined that the electronic payment would
cause the payee to suffer undue hardship or extreme
inconvenience. The RTC reserves the
right to make a payment by check, with five (5) business days’ notice. The RTC will provide
notice via email or fax to the Consultant/Service Provider. All payments under this contract shall
be paid in United States dollars.
RTC shall subtract from any payment made to Service Provider all damages, costs and expenses
caused by Service Provider's negligence, resulting from or arising out of errors or omissions in
Service Provider's work products, which have not been previously paid to Service Provider.
Upon reconciliation of all errors, corrections, credits, and disputes, payment to the Service
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Provider will be made in full within 30 calendar days. Invoices received without a valid purchase
order number will be returned unpaid. The Service Provider shall submit an original invoice to:
Regional Transportation Commission
ATTN: Accounts Payable
600 Grand Central Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89106 – 4512
(b) A representative of the Service Provider shall sign and certify the invoice in the following
manner: “I hereby certify, under penalty of perjury, that the above invoice is just and correct
and that reimbursement for such expenses listed on this invoice has not been previously
received from the RTC nor any other source.”
(c) The Service Provider shall forward a copy of the original invoice to the RTC’s Contract
Technical Representative identified in Paragraph D-2 (Contract Technical
Representative/Service Provider Representative).
(d) Upon termination of this Contract, the Service Provider shall submit a statement
summarizing previous billings rendered and payments received and providing any other
information necessary for contract close out. Within 30 calendar days after receipt thereof,
the RTC shall pay the Service Provider all amounts due.
(e) The RTC may withhold or, on account of subsequently discovered evidence, nullify the
whole or part of any payment made by the RTC to the Service Provider to such extent as may
be necessary to protect the RTC from loss or damage, or to compensate the RTC, caused by,
resulting from or arising out of, including but not limited to, any failure to perform Services
in accordance with this Contract.
B-5 CONTRACT TERM
(a) Notice to Proceed The parties to this Contract understand and agree that execution of this
Contract by the RTC is not a Notice-To-Proceed with the Scope of Services of this Contract.
A Notice-To-Proceed will be given by the RTC to the Service Provider after receipt and
approval of all insurance requirements specified in this Contract or equivalent protection.
(b) Performance Period The base contract term commences from Notice to proceed to June 30,
2021, unless extended through mutual written agreement by both parties.
(c) Contract Renewals – This contract has three, one-year renewal options.
(d) Delivery Schedule The Service Provider shall provide services in accordance with the
deliverables schedule specified in attached Exhibit B.
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SECTION C – SCOPE OF SERVICES
C-1 SCOPE OF SERVICES
The Service Provider shall provide the materials, equipment, products and labor to accomplish,
produce and deliver the products and services specified in Exhibit A. The Service Provider shall
not provide services beyond the scope of this Contract unless those services and compensation
for those services have been defined in an approved amendment to this Contract.

SECTION D – SPECIAL CONDITIONS
D-1 LEGAL NOTICE
(a) All legal notices required pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Contract shall be in
writing, unless an emergency situation dictates otherwise. Any notice required to be given
under the terms of this Contract shall be deemed to have been given when:
1. received by the party to whom it is directed by hand delivery or personal service, or
2. transmitted by facsimile with confirmation of transmission, or
3. sent by U.S. mail via certified mail-return receipt requested at the following
addresses:
FOR THE RTC:
Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada
Manager, Purchasing and Contracts
600 Grand Central Parkway
Las Vegas, Nevada 89106-4512
Fax: (702) 676-1588
FOR THE SERVICE PROVIDER:
Bicycle Transit Systems, Inc.
1330 North Fifth Street
Philadelphia PA, 19122
Fax: (267) 200-0417
(b) The parties shall provide written notification of any change in the information stated above.
(c) An original signed copy, via U. S. Mail, shall follow facsimile transmissions.
(d) For purposes of this Contract, legal notice shall be required for all matters involving potential
termination actions, litigation, indemnification, and unresolved disputes. This does not
preclude legal notice for any other actions having a material impact on the Contract.
(e) Routine correspondence should be directed to the Contract Technical Representative or the
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Service Provider Representative, as appropriate.
D-2 RTC TECHNICAL CONTRACT REPRESENTATIVE / SERVICE PROVIDER
REPRESENTATIVE
(a) The RTC designates the following as the Contract Technical Representative for this Contract:
Brij Gulati
Director of Capital Projects
GulatiB@rtcsnv.com
The RTC will provide written notice to the Service Provider, should there be a subsequent
Contract Technical Representative change. The Contract Technical Representative will be the
Service Provider’s principal point of contact at the RTC regarding any matters relating to this
Contract, will provide all general direction to the Service Provider regarding Contract
performance, and will provide guidance regarding the RTC’s goals and policies. The Contract
Technical Representative is not authorized to waive or modify any material scope of services
changes or terms of the Contract. The RTC agrees that its officers and employees and consultants
will cooperate with Service Provider in the performance of services under this Contract and will
be available for consultation with Service Provider at reasonable times with advance notice as to
not conflict with other responsibilities.
(b) The Service Provider designates the following as the Service Provider Representative for this
Contract:
Alison Cohen
Chief Executive Officer
acohen@bicycletransit.com
The Service Provider will provide written notice to the RTC, should there be a subsequent
Service Provider Representative change. The RTC has the right to assume that the Service
Provider Representative has full authority to act for the Service Provider on all matters arising
under or relating to this Contract. Should the Service Provider Representative of the Service
Provider be unable to complete their responsibility for any reason, the Service Provider shall
replace him or her or them with a competent person, or subconsultant with the RTC's approval.
D-3 SERVICE PROVIDER BACKGROUND CHECKS
(a) It is the policy of the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (hereinafter,
“RTC”) for successful bidders to conduct background checks on all contract employees that
require unescorted access onto any RTC properties. The contractor shall make all reasonable
efforts to ensure that employees having contact with the public in the course of their assigned
duties are of good moral character. The Contractor prior to hiring shall conduct employee
candidate background check screenings of all positions, to include those considered safetysensitive as defined by Federal Transit Administration (FTA) guidelines. This may include,
but not limited to work history, criminal background history and credit review as required for
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the position.
(b) Results of a background check must comply with the RTC background check standards as
outlined below:
1. Must utilize a licensed background check; Service Provider to run criminal
background checks and personal credit history reviews (as applicable). Criminal
background checks must include arrest and conviction reports (county, state and
nationwide) for all jurisdictions that the Proponent has resided in the previous ten
(10) years.
2. Unless otherwise required by applicable law, in accordance with Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and corresponding guidance from the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, information obtained during the criminal record check will
not be used as a basis for denying or terminating employment, unless the criminal
offense resulted in a conviction that is recent (or sufficiently serious to be of issue
regardless of how recently it occurred) and relevant to the job in question.
3. When assessing criminal conviction records, contractors are required to consider the
following factors:
a. Nature and gravity of the offense(s)
b. The time that has passed since the offense and/or completion of the sentence; and
c. The nature of the job sought/held
No one factor should necessarily govern the analysis; all three factors should be weighed
together when determining persons to work at RTC properties.
(c) The contractor is required to collect background information on “Individuals” consistent with
the Federal Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) and any applicable state laws.
(d) Once background check clearance has been determined, the successful bidder will notify the
RTC’s designated department’s contact via email that the employee has been approved to
work on RTC premises.
(e) The Contractor will be required to maintain all records related to background check
screenings conducted for all employees working at RTC properties. For the purposes of audit
and oversight by RTC, the contractor will make all background check records available to
RTC representatives in an effort to ensure established RTC standards/guidelines are
followed. All Background check records must be maintained on all employees working on
RTC property for the term of the agreement.
D-4 RTC SERVICE PROVIDER IDENTIFICATION BADGES
(a) The RTC will issue vendor/Service Provider badges to employees of any of its
vendors/contractors that will be conducting business or providing services on any RTC
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premises.
(b) A “Vendor” badge will be issued to long term or short term vendor/contractors at the RTC’s
discretion, who are unaccompanied and require access to various RTC facilities/property.
(c) All individuals, companies, their employees and/or volunteers must successfully complete a
background check at the Service Provider’s expense prior to being issued a “Vendor” badge.
All results must be received and reviewed prior to a badge being issued and the start of the
work.
(d) The Service Provider must provide the RTC Technical Contract Representative within five
calendar days from written notification of award and at least two weeks prior to the start date
of service with the following:
1. A list of all personnel who will be working at the RTC’s building(s); this list shall
also include vendor/contractor/Service Provider and any associated officers, a
telephone number for the vendor/contractor/Service Provider or a designated
representative, and if available an e-mail address.
2. A letter from the Service Provider requesting a badge stating that the person(s) is
an employee.
3. A signed acknowledgement of Security Access Individual Responsibilities form,
and a completed RTC Badge Application form (for appropriate RTC facility) for
each individual requiring a badge. Copies of these forms are available on the RTC
Purchasing and Contracts webpage at http://rtcsnv.com/about/business.cfm.
(e) The RTC Technical Contract Representative will schedule an appointment for the
vendor/contractor badge photo(s) (if needed). The vendor/contractor employee must present
appropriate identification at that time before photo and issuance of a badge.
(f) When the “Vendor” badge is issued it must be worn visibly at all times when on RTC
property.
(g) All “Vendor” badges are the property of the RTC and must be returned when the vendor
contract services expire/terminate or upon request by the RTC.
(h) Failure of the vendor/contractor to return RTC badges within 24-hours from the contract
expiration, termination or upon request by the RTC will result in a fee of $38 for each badge
that is not returned.
(i) A vendor/contractor who loses a badge is required to inform the RTC Technical Contract
Representative and RTC Safety and Security at 702-676-1517 immediately so access can be
disabled.
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(j) The RTC Technical Contract Representative will schedule an appointment for the
replacement “Vendor” badge photo(s) (if needed). The vendor/contractor employee must
present appropriate identification at that time before photo and replacement badge is issued.
(k) The vendor/contractor is responsible for a replacement fee for all lost badges. The
vendor/contractor will be required to complete a new Badge Application form, Replacement
Badge Fee Form, and provide to the Technical Contract Representative with a lost badge
replacement fee of $38.
(l) If the lost badge is found after receiving a replacement, it must be returned to RTC Safety &
Security immediately at 600 S. Grand Central Parkway. Lost badge replacement fees are
non-refundable.
(m)The first damaged badge will be replaced at no charge to the vendor. Any subsequent
damaged replacement badges will incur a replacement cost of $38 per badge.
(n) The damaged badge must be presented to RTC Safety and Security along with appropriate
identification and Replacement Badge Fee Form to receive a replacement badge. The
damaged badge will be destroyed after the replacement badge is issued. The card holder
record in the security system will be changed to show access to the damaged badge was
disabled. Vendors/contractors will be required to provide appropriate replacement fees to the
RTC designated/sponsoring department prior to a new badge being issued.
D-5 SERVICE PROVIDER KEYS TO FACILITY
The RTC will issue key(s) to employees of the Service Provider which will be conducting
business or providing services on any RTC premises that have successfully gone through the
RTC badging process.
(a) Service Provider may be issued a key(s) when they are required to access various RTC
facilities/properties at the RTC Designated Representative’s discretion and final approval by
RTC Safety and Security.
(b) Key(s) may also be made available to Service Provider on a daily basis and/or shift.
(c) The Consultant’s individuals, employees and/or volunteers shall, prior to being issued a
key(s), be properly badged with an RTC badge. This will be confirmed by RTC Safety and
Security upon receiving a signed Key Request form.
(d) The RTC’s Designated Representative will recommend the access level based on the
areas/facility the Service Provider will be working. At the request of the RTC’s Designated
Representative and initiated by the Service Provider, key(s) will be issued after the following
information has been completed and submitted to RTC Safety/Security for final approval:
1.

A signed acknowledgement of a Key Issuance and Responsibilities form and a
completed RTC Key Request form for each individual requiring a key(s).
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2.

When completing the Key Request form, the sponsoring department or designed
should ensure to check mark the appropriate facility and include the “Service
Provider Name.”

3.

The Safety and Security staff will ensure that appropriate key(s) are provided for the
specific areas needed for access and will notate the Key Request form accordingly.

4.

The individual who will be assigned the key must sign the Key Request form as
“Recipient.”

(e) The RTC’s Designated Representative will ensure that a key(s) is cut and available for the
Service Provider by contacting RTC Safety and Security at 702-676-1590.
(f) The Service Provider’s employee must schedule an appointment by contacting RTC Safety
and Security at 702-676-1590.
(g) The Service Provider’s employee must present appropriate identification at that time (RTC
badge) and a completed Key Request form signed by the RTC’s Designated Representative.
(h) Keys will only be issued to the Service Provider’s employee to whom the keys will be
assigned. Keys will not be issued or provided to any unauthorized personnel at any time. All
key(s) are the property of the RTC and must be returned when the Service Provider’s
contract services expire/terminate or upon request by the RTC. It is the RTC's Designated
Representative’s responsibility to immediately notify RTC Safety and Security when such
contract services have concluded. The RTC’s Designated Representative is also responsible
for retrieving all key(s) and returning them to RTC Safety and Security staff within 24-hours
from the contract expiration, termination or upon request by the RTC.
(i) Failure for the Service Provider to return RTC key(s) within 24-hours from the contract
expiration, termination or upon request by the RTC will result in a fee of $40.00 for each key
that is not returned and/or the cost of rekeying the entire facility (see below for estimate).
(j) Lost/damaged/replacement keys:
1.

A Service Provider that loses a key(s) is required to inform the RTC’s Designated
Representative and RTC Safety and Security at 702-676-1590 immediately.

2.

The RTC’s Designated Representative will ensure that a replacement key(s) is
provided to the vendor/contractor/Service Provider by contacting RTC Safety and
Security at 702-676-1590.

3.

The Service Provider is responsible for a replacement fee for all lost key(s). The
Service Provider will be required to complete a new Key Request form and
Replacement Key Fee form and provide to the RTC’s Designated Representative
along with a lost key replacement fee of $40.00 per key (or cost of rekeying the entire
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facility). The actual cost of rekeying the entire facility varies based on the number of
cores and keys. Estimated costs will range from $2,050.00 to $20,000.00 with the
average cost being approximately $5,000.00. The replacement fee and the form
should be submitted to RTC Safety and Security prior to issuing keys. RTC Safety
and Security will then forward all monies and the Replacement Key form to RTC
Finance for processing.
4.

If the lost key(s) is found after receiving a replacement, it must be returned to RTC
Safety & Security immediately. Lost key(s) replacement fees are non-refundable.

5.

The first damaged key will be replaced at no charge to the Service Provider. Any
subsequent damaged replacement key will incur a replacement cost of $40.00 per key.

6.

The damaged key must be presented to RTC Safety and Security along with the
appropriate damaged key replacement fees to the RTC’s Designated Representative
prior to a new key(s) being cut/issued. The Service Provider will complete the
Replacement Key form and submit it to the RTC’s Designated Representative. RTC
Safety and Security will then forward all monies and Replacement Key form to RTC
Finance for processing.

7.

The damaged key(s) must be presented to RTC Safety and Security along with
appropriate identification to receive a replacement key(s). The damaged key(s) will
be destroyed after the replacement key(s) is issued. The key(s) holder of record in the
security system and/or key database will be changed to show the damaged key(s) was
disabled.

D-6 WARRANTY
(a) Services: The Service Provider warrants that the services shall be performed in full
conformity with this Contract, with the professional skill and care that would be exercised by
those who perform similar services in the commercial marketplace, and in accordance with
accepted industry practice. In the event of a breach of this warranty and/or in the event of
non-performance and/or failure of the Service Provider to perform the services in accordance
with this Contract, the Service Provider shall, at no cost to the RTC, re-perform or perform
the services so that the services conform to the warranty. The Service Provider shall not be
liable for damages, claims or losses arising out of any reuse of any management methods or
procedures, materials, information, products, work, documents, drawings, maps, plans,
specifications, reports or other data or material as specified herein on this (in the event of
termination) or any other project without the Service Provider’s prior written permission.
(b) Products: The Service Provider shall guarantee all workmanship, materials and equipment it
has furnished for a period of one year after final acceptance of the equipment and/or
materials; and, if during the guarantee period, any defect or faulty materials are found, it shall
immediately, upon notification by the RTC, proceed at its own expense to replace and repair
same, together with any damage to all finishes, fixtures, equipment and furnishings that may
be damaged as a result of this defective equipment or workmanship.
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(c) Warranty Administration: In the event of any action by the RTC to recover damages for
breach of all warranties, the Service Provider agrees to pay the RTC for such damages and
the costs associated with such action, including reasonable attorneys' fees.
In the event any materials or equipment supplied hereunder are covered by warranties of the
manufacturer or Service Provider other than the Service Provider, then copies of such warranties
must be furnished to the RTC at the time of delivery and, if required by the RTC, Service
Provider will assign such warranties to the RTC. Delivery or assignment of such manufacturer's
or Service Providers' warranties shall in no event relieve Service Provider of any of its
obligations.
No disclaimer of liability, limitations on time of warranty, limitations on scope of warranty, or
limitations on damages inconsistent with the warranties contained herein shall be effective for
any purpose. No warranty contained herein nor otherwise given shall be construed to limit any
other remedy available to the RTC by law nor to limit the time in which such other remedy may
be sought.
D-7 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
All deliverables produced under this Contract, as well as all data, notes, and documentation
collected on behalf of the RTC are exclusively the property of the RTC.
Ownership of the drawings and specifications produced shall remain the property of the Service
Provider. Copies of the drawings, creative and specifications retained by the RTC may be
utilized only for its use and for occupying the PROJECT for which they were prepared, and not
for the construction of any other project. A copy of all materials, information and documents,
whether finished, unfinished, or draft, developed, prepared, completed, or acquired by Service
Provider during the performance of services for which it has been compensated under this
Contract, shall be delivered to RTC’s representative upon completion or termination of this
Contract, whichever occurs first. RTC shall have the right to reproduce all documentation
supplied pursuant to this Contract. Service Provider shall furnish RTC’s representative copies of
all correspondence to regulatory agencies for review prior to mailing such correspondence.
The Service Provider shall not be liable for damages, claims or losses arising out of any reuse of
any management methods or procedures, materials, information, products, work, documents,
drawings, maps, plans, specifications, reports or other data or material as specified herein on this
(in the event of termination) or any other project without the Service Provider’s prior written
permission.
D-8 LICENSES/REGISTRATIONS
During the entire performance period of this Contract, the Service Provider shall maintain all
federal, state, and local licenses, certifications and registrations applicable to the work performed
under this Contract, including maintaining an active applicable business license.
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D-9 REVIEW COMMENTS
The services performed by Service Provider under this Contract shall be subject to periodic
review by the RTC and/or its General Manager. The review comments of RTC's representative
may be reported in writing as needed to Service Provider. It is understood that RTC's
representative(s) review comments do not relieve Service Provider from the responsibility for the
professional and technical accuracy of all work delivered under this Contract. The RTC's
General Manager may delegate any or all of the General Manager's responsibilities under this
Contract to appropriate staff members, and shall so inform Service Provider by written notice
before the effective date of each delegation. The comments of the RTC's General Manager or his
designated staff may be reported to Service Provider by the RTC's General Manger. It is
understood that the RTC General Manager's comments do not relieve Service Provider from the
responsibility for the professional quality of all work delivered under this Contract. To prevent
an unreasonable delay in the Service Provider's work, the General Manager will endeavor to
examine all reports and other documents and will render decisions and advise the Service
Provider in a timely manner to avoid unreasonable delay.
D-10DATA AVAILABLE
(a) RTC shall, without charge, furnish to or make available for examination or use by Service
Provider as it may request, any data which RTC has available, including as examples only
and not as a limitation:
1. Copies of reports, surveys, records, and other pertinent documents.
2. Copies of previously prepared reports, job specifications, surveys, records,
ordinances, codes, regulations, other documents, and information related to the
services specified by this Contract.
Service Provider shall return any original data provided by RTC.
(b) RTC shall assist Service Provider in obtaining data on documents from public officers or
agencies, and from private citizens and business Companies, whenever such material is
necessary for the completion of the services specified by this Contract.
(c) Service Provider will not be responsible for accuracy of information or data supplied by RTC
or other sources to the extent such information or data would be relied upon by a reasonably
prudent Service Provider.
(d) The Service Provider shall return any original data provided by the RTC.
D-11 LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
Service Provider acknowledges that the RTC is damaged when Service Provider fails to perform
services or supply proof of insurance or performance bond, if applicable, according to the
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requirements detailed in Exhibit A, Scope of Work. Damages include, but are not limited to
damage to the RTC reputation and perception in the community and RTC costs to provide
replacement maintenance services.
(a) For non-performance or non-timely performance of Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
requirements, as detailed in Exhibit A, Scope of Work, Item Failure to Meet Required
Performance Levels, Service Provider shall pay to the RTC No.
No. of Performance Levels not
achieved in a month
3
4-6
7-8
9 or more

Portion of Management Fee as
liquidated damages
15%
35%
55%
75%

The RTC shall notify Service Provider in writing of non-performance or non-timely
performances and shall reasonably document all claims for liquidated damages.
D-12 FEDERAL CONDITIONS – NOT USED
D-13 PRICE ADJUSTMENT REQUESTS
Price Adjustment Requests – Based on Index:
Commencing on the Contract execution date, the Key Personnel and Support Staff hourly rates
will not be subject to change during the initial contract term. The Key Personnel and Support
Staff hourly rates may be adjusted by either party on the first date of each subsequent option year
(price adjustment period(s) or PAP), based on the percent changes (whether up or down) in the
price index specified below. Only written price adjustment requested will be accepted from the
Service Provider for each PAP. All price adjustment requests from the Service Provider,
including suitable proof, shall be submitted, at least 30 calendar days in advance in writing, to
the Regional Transportation Commission, Attn: Manager, Purchasing & Contracts, 600 South
Grand Central Parkway, Las Vegas, Nevada 89106-4512.
Timing: Price increases shall not be retroactive. A price adjustment can only occur if the Service
Provider has been notified in writing of RTC’s approval of the new adjusted price(s). The
reference months/period and indexes to be used to determine price adjustments will be between
14 months prior (using the final index) and 2 months prior (using the first-published index to the
commencement date of the new PAP, using the Price Index specified below. For example, if the
new PAP starts July 1, 2009, then the time period used to determine the price adjustment is May
2008 to May 2009.
Price Index to be used:
Consumer Price Index: The following Consumer Price Index (CPI) issued by the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics (http://www.bls.gov) will be used as the index for calculating price adjustments:
Consumer Price Index –All Urban Consumers, Series ID: CUUR0400SA0; not seasonally
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adjusted: Area: West Urban; Item: All items; Base Period: 1982-84=100.
Price Adjustment Calculations: The pricing adjustment must be calculated as follows: Index at
time of calculation, divided by index twelve months prior (as described in Timing above),
multiplied by current contract price, equals the adjusted new contract price.
Discontinued Price Index: Should the above-referenced price index be discontinued or otherwise
no longer be published by the publishing organization, a similar index may be mutually agreed to
in writing by both parties.
Miscellaneous:
Suitable Proof: Print-out of the above-referenced index and calculated increase.
D-14 SURVIVAL
The terms and conditions of this Contract regarding confidentiality, payment, warranties, liability
and all others that by their sense and context are intended to survive the execution, delivery,
performance, termination or expiration of this Contract survive and continue in effect.
D-15ORDER OF PRECEDENCE
In the event of a conflict between the specific language set forth in Sections B through E of this
Contract and any Attachment or Exhibit set forth in Section F, the specific language in Sections
B through E shall prevail. Any exception to this order of precedence will be addressed through
specific language elsewhere in Sections B through E.
In the event of a conflict between the Contract and or the Contract Documents the following
order of preference shall Prevail: (1) this Contract and the attachments thereto; (2) Request for
Proposals (RFP) 20-040 and any addenda thereto; and (3) the Service Provider’s proposal in
response to RFP 20-040, including its Best and Final Offer or Clarifications, if any.
SECTION E – GENERAL PROVISIONS
E-1 DISPUTES
(a) For each claim or dispute arising between the parties under this Contract, the parties shall
attempt to resolve the matter through escalating levels of management. In the event the
matter cannot be successfully resolved in this manner, the RTC is granted the right,
regardless of which party is asserting the claim or dispute, to determine between arbitration
or litigation as the forum in which the party desiring to proceed further shall file to resolve
the claim or dispute. For any and all claims or disputes asserted by the Service Provider,
the Service Provider shall notify the RTC of its intent to proceed further with the claim or
dispute, and in response thereto, the RTC shall notify the Service Provider as to its selected
forum for resolution. For any and all claims or disputes asserted by the RTC, the RTC shall
notify the Service Provider in the notice of its intent to proceed with further resolution and
in the same notice as to whether it has selected arbitration or litigation as the forum to
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resolve the claim or dispute. In the event arbitration is the designated forum, such
arbitration shall be binding on the parties.
(b) If arbitration is selected by the RTC as the forum for further resolution, the claim or dispute
shall be filed with the Nevada Arbitration Association or the American Arbitration
Association under its then current Commercial Arbitration Rules, Expedited Procedures,
regardless of the amount of the claim or dispute.
(c) The laws of the State of Nevada shall govern this Contract and the venue for purposes of
such litigation or arbitration shall be in the RTC and the venue for purposes of any litigation
or arbitration shall be in a competent jurisdiction in Clark County, Nevada. If litigation is
required as a result of this Contract, the prevailing party will be entitled to its reasonable
costs and attorney fees.
(d) If during the term of this Contract, there are any changes or new laws, ordinances, statutes,
rules or regulations not known or foreseeable at the time of signing this Contract which
become effective and which affect the cost or time of performance of the Contract, the
Service Provider shall immediately notify the RTC in writing and submit detailed
documentation of such effect in terms of both time and cost of performing the Contract.
The RTC shall review the cost impact of such changes, and make an equitable adjustment
in compensation for an increase or decrease in time, labor, materials and fees. If any
discrepancy or inconsistency shall be discovered between this Contract and any law,
ordinance, regulation, order or decree, Service Provider shall immediately report the same
in writing to RTC who will issue such instructions as may be necessary.
E-2 NOTICE OF DELAY
Should the timely performance of this Contract be jeopardized by the non-availability of RTC
provided personnel, data, or equipment, the Service Provider immediately shall notify the RTC
in writing of the facts and circumstances that are contributing to such delay however, such notice
shall not relieve the Service Provider from any existing obligations regarding performance or
delivery.
Upon receipt of this notification, the RTC will advise the Service Provider in writing of the
action which will be taken to remedy the situation.
E-3 SUSPENSION
RTC may suspend performance by Service Provider under this Contract for such period of time
as RTC, at its sole discretion, may prescribe by providing written notice to Service Provider at
least 10 working days prior to the date on which RTC wishes to suspend. Upon such suspension,
RTC shall pay Service Provider its compensation, based on the percentage of the PROJECT
completed and earned until the effective date of suspension, less all previous payments. Service
Provider shall not perform further work under this Contract after the effective date of suspension
until receipt of written notice from RTC to resume performance. In the event RTC suspends
performance by Service Provider for any cause other than the error or omission of the Service
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Provider, for an aggregate period in excess of 30 days, Service Provider shall be entitled to an
equitable adjustment of the compensation payable to Service Provider under this Contract to
reimburse Service Provider for additional costs occasioned as a result of such suspension of
performance by RTC based on appropriated funds and approval by the RTC.
E-4 TERMINATION FOR CONVENIENCE
The RTC shall have the right at any time to terminate further performance of this Contract, in
whole or in part, for any reason whatsoever (including no reason). After receipt of a notice of
termination, and except as otherwise directed by the RTC, the Service Provider shall:
(a) Stop work under said contract on the date and to the extent specified in the notice of
termination;
(b) Place no further orders or subcontracts for materials, services, or facilities, except as may
be necessary for completion of such portion of the work under said contract as is not
terminated;
(c) Terminate all orders and subcontracts to the extent that they relate to the performance of
work terminated by the notice of termination;
(d) Assign to the RTC in the manner, at the times, and to the extent directed by the RTC, all
of the right, title, and interest of the Service Provider under the orders and subcontracts so
terminated, in which case the RTC shall have the right, in its discretion, to settle or pay
any or all claims arising out of the termination of such orders and subcontracts;
(e) Settle all outstanding liabilities and all claims arising out of such termination of orders
and subcontracts to the extent the RTC may require;
(f) Transfer title to the RTC and deliver in the manner, at the times, and to the extent, if any,
directed by the RTC the fabricated or unfabricated parts, work in process, or completed
work, supplies, and other materials produced as a part of, or acquired in connection with
their performance of, the work terminated, and the completed or partially completed
plans, drawings, information and other property which, if said contract had been
completed, would have been required to be furnished to the RTC;
(g) Use its best efforts to sell, in the manner, at the times, to the extent, and at the price(s)
directed or authorized by the RTC, any property of the types referred to above; provided,
however, that the Service Provider shall not be required to extend credit to any purchaser,
and may acquire any such property under the conditions prescribed by and at a price(s)
approved by the RTC, and provided further that the proceeds of any such transfer or
disposition shall be applied in the reduction of any payments to be made by the RTC to
the Service Provider under said contract or shall otherwise be credited to the price or cost
of the work covered by said contract or paid in such other manner as the RTC may direct;
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(h) Complete performance of such part of the work as shall not have been terminated by the
notice of termination;
(i) Take such action as may be necessary, or as the RTC may direct, for the protection or
preservation of the property related to said contract which is in the possession of the
Service Provider and in which the RTC has or may acquire an interest; and
(j) Shall submit a written request for incurred costs for services performed through the date
of termination, and shall provide any substantiating documentation requested by the
RTC. In the event of such termination, the RTC agrees to pay the Service Provider
within 30 days after receipt of a correct, adequately documented written request approved
by the RTC. The RTC’s sole liability under this paragraph is for payment of the costs for
the services requested by the RTC and actually performed by the Service Provider.
Settlement of claims by the Service Provider or recoveries by the RTC under this termination for
convenience clause shall be in accordance with the legal rights and liabilities of the parties to
said contract.
E-5 TERMINATION FOR DEFAULT
(a) The RTC may, by written notice of default to the Service Provider, terminate this
Contract in whole or in part if the Service Provider fails to:
1. Perform the services under Section C (Scope of Services), including, if applicable,
delivering any required software, goods, or documentation within the time
specified in this Contract or any extension;
2. Make progress, so as to endanger performance of this Contract; or
3. Perform any of the other provisions of this Contract.
(b) The RTC’s right to terminate this Contract under (a)(ii) and (a)(iii) above, may be
exercised if the Service Provider does not cure such failure within ten calendar days (or
more if authorized by the RTC) after notice, specifying the failure, is provided pursuant
to the Paragraph D-1 (Legal Notice) of this Contract.
(c) If said contract is terminated in whole or in part for default, the RTC may procure, upon
such terms and in such manner as the RTC may deem appropriate, similar services to that
so terminated. The Service Provider shall be liable to the RTC for costs associated with
the termination of this Contract, the procurement of replacement services by the RTC,
any excess costs of such similar supplies or services, and any increase in the total
agreement costs or the hourly rate as a result of the re-procurement of services from the
date of termination to the expiration date of the original Contract, and shall continue the
performance of said contract to the extent not terminated under the provisions of this
clause.
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(d) Except as otherwise provided, settlement of claims by the Service Provider under this
termination Section shall be in accordance to the provisions set forth in 48 C.F.R. Part 49,
as amended from time to time.
(e) Either party may terminate this Contract, in whole or in part, if the other party becomes
insolvent or bankrupt or makes an assignment for the benefit or creditors, or if a receiver
or trustee in bankruptcy is appointed for the other party, or if any proceeding in
bankruptcy, receivership, or liquidation is instituted against the other party and is not
dismissed within 30 calendar days following commencement thereof.
(f) The RTC retains the right to terminate for default immediately should the Service
Provider fail to maintain the required levels of insurance, fail to comply with applicable
local, state, and Federal statutes governing performance of these services, or fail to
comply with statutes involving health or safety.
(g) RTC reserves the right to cancel the Contract upon 30 calendar days' written notice with
good cause.
E-6 CANCELLATION OF CONTRACT
In any of the following cases, the RTC shall have the right to cancel this Contract without
expense to the RTC:
(a) the Service Provider is guilty of misrepresentation;
(b) this Contract is obtained by fraud, collusion, conspiracy, or other unlawful means; or
(c) this Contract conflicts with any statutory or constitutional provision of the State of
Nevada or the United States. This Section shall not be construed to limit the RTC’s right
to terminate this Contract for convenience or default.
E-7 INSURANCE
The Service Provider shall procure and maintain, at its own expense, during the entire term of the
Contract, the coverage(s) specified in Exhibit C.
E-8 INDEMNITY
1. INDEMNITY. SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL INDEMNIFY, HOLD HARMLESS
AND, AT REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION’S OPTION, DEFEND
(WITH COUNSEL REASONABLY ACCEPTABLE TO RTC) RTC, THIRD PARTY
BENEFICIARIES, AND THEIR RESPECTIVE SUBSIDIARIES, AFFILIATES,
PARENT COMPANIES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE MEMBERS, OFFICERS,
DIRECTORS, MANAGERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, SHAREHOLDERS,
SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS, HEIRS, ADMINISTRATORS, AND PERSONAL
REPRESENTATIVES (COLLECTIVELY, “RTC INDEMNITEES”) FROM AND
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AGAINST ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, DEMANDS, DAMAGES, LOSSES
(INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF REVENUES), LAWSUITS,
OTHER PROCEEDINGS, CAUSES OF ACTION, LIABILITIES, CLAIMS OF LIEN,
LIENS, CIVIL OR CRIMINAL PENALTIES AND CHARGES, OTHER COSTS AND
EXPENSES
(INCLUDING,
WITHOUT
LIMITATION,
REASONABLE
ATTORNEY’S AND EXPERTS’ FEES AND COSTS, WHETHER OR NOT SUIT IS
FILED) (COLLECTIVELY, “ACTIONS”), CAUSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART BY,
RELATES TO OR ARISES OUT OF OR IS INCIDENT TO: PROPERTY DAMAGE;
PERSONAL INJURIES; EMOTIONAL OR BODILY INJURY OR DEATH; CLAIMS
RESULTING DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY FROM ANY BREACH OF THIS
AGREEMENT; OR ANY INTENTIONAL TORTIOUS MISCONDUCT OR
NEGLIGENT ACT, OMISSION OR ERROR OF THE SERVICE PROVIDER OR ANY
OF THE SUB-CONSULTANTS RETAINED BY SERVICE PROVIDER OR THEIR
RESPECTIVE AGENTS, DIRECTORS, OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES IN
CONNECTION WITH THE PERFORMANCE OR CONDUCT OF ANY SERVICE
PROVIDED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, PROVIDED THAT THE INDEMNITY
AND DEFENSE OBLIGATION OF SERVICE PROVIDER SET FORTH IN THIS
SECTION 1 SHALL NOT APPLY TO CLAIMS FOR PROFESSIONAL
NEGLIGENCE ACTIONS ARISING OUT OF THE SERVICE PROVIDER’S
PERFORMANCE OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICES UNDER THIS AGREEMENT,
WHICH ACTIONS ARE COVERED BY SECTION 3 BELOW, AND PROVIDED
FURTHER, THAT SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE HEREUNDER
TO THE EXTENT THAT THE ACTION IS CAUSED BY THE SOLE NEGLIGENCE
OF THE RTC AND OR THE RTC INDEMNITEES IN ACCORDANCE WITH
APPLICABLE LAW REGARDING COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCE. SERVICE
PROVIDER SHALL BE REQUIRED TO NOTIFY RTC WITHIN 48 HOURS OF
BECOMING AWARE OF ANY ACTIONS THAT RESULTS FROM THE
PERFORMANCE OF ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.
2. MECHANIC LIEN INDEMNIFICATION.
SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL
INDEMNIFY, HOLD HARMLESS AND, AT RTC’S OPTION, DEFEND (WITH
COUNSEL REASONABLY ACCEPTABLE TO RTC) THE RTC INDEMNITEES
FROM ANY CLAIMS OR MECHANIC’S LIENS BROUGHT AGAINST RTC
INDEMNITEES OR AGAINST THE PROJECT BY ANY OF SERVICE PROVIDER’S
SUB-CONSULTANTS AS A RESULT OF THE FAILURE OF SERVICE PROVIDER,
OR THOSE FOR WHOSE ACTS IT IS RESPONSIBLE, TO PAY FOR ANY
SERVICES, MATERIALS, LABOR, EQUIPMENT, TAXES OR OTHER ITEMS OR
OBLIGATIONS FURNISHED OR INCURRED FOR OR IN CONNECTION WITH
THE SERVICES OR THE PROJECT FOR WHICH SERVICE PROVIDER IS
ACTUALLY PAID BY RTC. WITHIN THREE (3) DAYS OF RECEIVING WRITTEN
NOTICE FROM RTC THAT SUCH A CLAIM OR MECHANIC’S LIEN HAS BEEN
FILED, SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL COMMENCE TO TAKE THE STEPS
NECESSARY TO DISCHARGE SAID CLAIM OR LIEN, INCLUDING, IF
NECESSARY, THE FURNISHING OF A MECHANIC’S LIEN BOND. IF SERVICE
PROVIDER FAILS TO DO SO, RTC WILL HAVE THE RIGHT TO DISCHARGE
THE CLAIM OR LIEN AND HOLD SERVICE PROVIDER LIABLE FOR COSTS
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AND EXPENSES INCURRED, INCLUDING ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND ANY BOND
PREMIUMS.
3. PROFESSIONAL NEGLIGENCE INDEMNIFICATION.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SHALL REIMBURSE AND INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS THE RTC
INDEMNITEES FROM AND AGAINST ANY AND ALL ACTIONS ARISING OUT
OF OR INCIDENT TO SERVICE PROVIDER’S PROFESSIONAL NEGLIGENCE IN
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SERVICES UNDER THIS AGREEMENT. SERVICE
PROVIDER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE HEREUNDER TO THE EXTENT THE
ACTION IS CAUSED BY THE NEGLIGENCE OF THE RTC OR AN RTC
INDEMNITEE.
THE INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS PROVIDED BY
SERVICE PROVIDER PURSUANT TO THIS AGREEMENT SHALL NOT BE
CONSTRUED AS BEING FOR THE BENEFIT OF ANY CONTRACTORS, SUBCONSULTANTS OR MATERIAL SERVICE PROVIDERS.
4. INDEMNIFICATION NOT LIMITED BY WORKER'S COMPENSATION;
DISABILITY BENEFITS ACT. ANY ACTIONS BROUGHT AGAINST ANY RTC
INDEMNITEE BY AN EMPLOYEE OF SERVICE PROVIDER OR ANYONE
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY EMPLOYED BY IT OR ANYONE FOR WHOSE
ACTS IT MAY BE LIABLE ARE INCLUDED IN THE INDEMNIFICATION
OBLIGATIONS IMPOSED UPON SERVICE PROVIDER UNDER SECTION 1
ABOVE AND SHALL NOT BE LIMITED BY ANY LIMITATION ON THE
AMOUNT OR TYPE OF DAMAGES, COMPENSATION OR BENEFITS PAYABLE
BY, OR ON BEHALF OF, SERVICE PROVIDER UNDER ANY WORKER’S
COMPENSATION LAWS, DISABILITY BENEFITS ACTS OR ANY OTHER
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PROVIDED BY THIS AGREEMENT OR BY LAW.
5. CORPORATE ENTITY LIABILITY. IT IS INTENDED BY THE PARTIES TO THIS
AGREEMENT THAT SERVICE PROVIDER’S SERVICES AND RTC’S
PERFORMANCE IN CONNECTION WITH THE PROJECT SHALL NOT SUBJECT
EITHER PARTY’S INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEES, OFFICERS OR DIRECTORS TO
ANY PERSONAL LEGAL EXPOSURE FOR THE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH THIS
PROJECT. THEREFORE, AND NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE
CONTRARY CONTAINED HEREIN, THE PARTIES AGREE THAT ANY CLAIM,
DEMAND OR SUIT SHALL BE DIRECTED AND/OR ASSERTED ONLY AGAINST
RTC OR SERVICE PROVIDER, AND NOT AGAINST ANY OF THE RTC’S OR
SERVICE PROVIDER’S INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEES, OFFICERS OR DIRECTORS.
NOTWITHSTANDING THE ABOVE WAIVER, RTC SHALL BE ALLOWED TO
NAME SERVICE PROVIDER’S EMPLOYEES, OFFICERS OR DIRECTORS TO
THE EXTENT LIABILITY ARISES FROM AN INDIVIDUAL’S RECKLESS OR
INTENTIONAL ACTS.
6. TIMING OF OBLIGATIONS.
SERVICE PROVIDER’S OBLIGATIONS TO
INDEMNIFY, DEFEND AND HOLD HARMLESS RTC INDEMNITEES FROM AND
AGAINST ACTIONS SHALL ARISE AT THE TIME THE ACTION BECOMES
KNOWN BY RTC INDEMNITEES OR SERVICE PROVIDER, WHICHEVER
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OCCURS SOONER.
E-9 PATENT INDEMNITY
The Service Provider shall advise the RTC of any impending patent suit and provide all
information available. The Service Provider shall defend any suit or proceeding brought against
the RTC based on a claim that any product, or any part thereof, furnished under this Contract,
constitutes an infringement of any patent; and, the Service Provider shall pay all damages and
costs awarded therein, excluding incidental and consequential damages, against the RTC. In
case said product, or any part thereof, is in such suit held to constitute infringement and use of
said product or parts is enjoined, the Service Provider shall, at its own expense and at its option,
either procure for the RTC the right to continue using said product or part, or replace same with
non-infringing product, or modify it so it becomes non-infringing.
E-10 SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS
The RTC and the Service Provider, respectively, bind themselves, their partners, successors,
assigns and legal representatives to the other party to this Contract and to the partners,
successors, assigns and legal representatives of such other party with respect to all covenants of
this Contract. Neither party may assign their rights nor delegate their duties under this Contract
without the written consent of the other party nor shall the Service Provider assign any money
due or to become due without the prior written consent of the RTC, except to a financial
institution authorized to do business in the state of Nevada. Such consent shall not be withheld
unreasonably. Any assignment or delegation shall not relieve any party of its obligations under
this Contract.
E-11WAIVER
Waiver of any of the terms of this Contract shall not be valid unless it is in writing signed by
each party. The failure of the RTC to enforce any of the provisions of this Contract, or to require
performance of any of the provisions herein, shall not in any way be construed as a waiver of
such provisions or to affect the validity of any part of this Contract, or to affect the right of the
RTC to thereafter enforce each and every provision of this Contract. Waiver of any breach of
this Contract shall not be held to be a waiver of any other or subsequent breach of this Contract.
E-12 TAXES
The RTC is exempt from paying Sales and Use Taxes under the provisions of Nevada Revised
Statutes 372.325(4), and Federal Excise Tax, under Registry Number 90-0036752. The Service
Provider shall pay all taxes, levies, duties and assessments of every nature and kind, which may
be applicable to any work under this Contract. The Service Provider shall make any and all
payroll deductions required by law. The Service Provider agrees to indemnify and hold the RTC
harmless from any liability on account of any and all such taxes, levies, duties, assessments and
deductions.
E-13 COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS
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(a) The Service Provider in the performance of the obligations of this Contract shall comply
with all applicable laws, rules and regulations of all Federal State and local governmental
authorities having jurisdiction over the performance of this Contract including, but not
limited to, the Federal Occupational Health and Safety Act, and all state and federal laws
prohibiting and/or relating to discrimination by reason of race, sex, age, religion or national
origin.
(b) If during the term of this Contract, there are any changes or new laws, ordinances, statutes,
rules or regulations not known or foreseeable at the time of signing this Contract which
become effective and which affect the cost or time of performance of the Contract, the
Service Provider shall immediately notify the RTC in writing and submit detailed
documentation of such effect in terms of both time and cost of performing the Contract. The
RTC shall review the cost impact of such changes, and make an equitable adjustment in
compensation for an increase in time, labor, materials and fees, according to the procedures
in Paragraph E-24, (Modification/Amendment).
(c) If any discrepancy or inconsistency shall be discovered between this Contract and any law,
ordinance, regulation, order or decree, Service Provider shall immediately report the same
in writing to the RTC who will issue such instructions as may be necessary.
E-14AUDIT OF RECORDS
(a) The Service Provider agrees to maintain financial records pertaining to all matters relative to
this Contract in accordance with standard accounting principles and procedures and to retain
all records and supporting documentation applicable to this Contract for a period of three
years after completion of this contract and any subsequent extensions thereof. All records
subject to audit findings shall be retained for three years after such findings have been
resolved. In the event the Service Provider goes out of existence, the Service Provider shall
turn over to the RTC all of its records relating to this Contract to be retained by the RTC for
the required period of time.
(b) The Service Provider agrees to permit the RTC or the RTC’s designated representative(s) to
inspect and audit its records and books relative to this Contract at any time during normal
business hours and under reasonable circumstances and to copy and/or transcribe any
information that the RTC desires concerning Service Provider’s operation hereunder. The
Service Provider further understands and agrees that said inspection and audit would be
exercised upon written notice. If the Service Provider or its records and books are not
located within Clark County, Nevada, and in the event of an inspection and audit, Service
Provider agrees to deliver the records and books or have the records and books delivered to
the RTC or the RTC’s designated representative(s) at an address within Clark County,
Nevada as designated by the RTC. If the RTC or the RTC’s designated representative(s) find
that the records and books delivered by the Service Provider are incomplete, the Service
Provider agrees to pay the RTC or the RTC’s representative(s)’ costs to travel (including
travel, lodging, meals, and other related expenses) to the Service Provider’s offices to
inspect, audit, retrieve, copy and/or transcribe the complete records and books. The Service
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Provider further agrees to permit the RTC or the RTC’s designated representatives to inspect
and audit, as deemed necessary, all records of this project relating to finances, as well as
other records including performance records that may be required by relevant directives of
funding sources of the RTC.
(c) If, at any time during the term of this Contract, or at any time after the expiration or
termination of the Contract, the RTC or the RTC’s designated representative(s) finds the
dollar liability is less than payments made by the RTC to the Service Provider, the Service
Provider agrees that the difference shall be either: (1) repaid immediately by the Service
Provider to the RTC or (2) at the RTC’s option, credited against any future billings due the
Service Provider.
E-15 INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
In the performance of services under this Contract, the Service Provider, any other person
employed by it, and any of its subcontractors or Service Providers shall be deemed to be an
independent contractor and not an agent or employee of the RTC and they shall not be entitled
to, nor will the RTC provide any of the benefits or rights afforded employees of RTC, including,
but not limited to, sick leave, vacation leave, holiday pay, Public Employees Retirement System
benefits, or health, life, dental, long-term disability or workers' compensation insurance benefits.
The Service Provider shall be liable for the actions of any person, organization or corporations
with which it subcontracts to fulfill this Contract. The RTC shall hold the Service Provider as
the sole responsible party for the performance of this Contract. The Service Provider shall
maintain complete control over its employees and all of its subcontractors. Nothing contained in
this contract or any subcontract awarded by the Service Provider shall create a partnership, joint
venture or agency with the RTC. Neither party shall have the right to obligate or bind the other
party in any manner to any third party. Service Provider shall be solely responsible for, and shall
indemnify, defend and hold RTC harmless from all matters relating to the payment of its
employees, including compliance with social security, withholding and all other wages, salaries,
benefits, taxes, demands, and regulations of any nature whatsoever. Service Provider has or will
retain such employees as it may need to perform the services required by this Contract. Such
employees shall not be employed by the RTC.
E-16 SUBCONSULTANTS/SUBCONTRACTORS
The Service Provider shall submit, for review and documentation purposes, a list of any and all
subconsultants/subcontractors. The Service Provider shall be liable for the actions of any person,
organization or corporations with which it subcontracts to fulfill this Contract. The Service
Provider shall furnish at the RTC’s request, a copy of the Service Provider’s contract(s) with its
subconsultants/subcontractors. The professional obligations of such persons shall be undertaken
and performed in the interest of the RTC. All subcontracts will incorporate in full all appropriate
conditions and terms as set forth in this Contract. The Service Provider will not enter into any
subcontracts with any subconsultants/subcontractors not named in or pursuant to this Contract in
writing, except with the prior written approval of the RTC’s PM. Any approval of a subcontract
by the RTC shall not be construed as making the RTC a party to such subcontract, giving the
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subconsultants/subcontractors privity of contract with the RTC, or subjecting the RTC to liability
of any kind to any subconsultants/subcontractors.
E-17FLOWDOWN
Service Provider shall provide that its contracts with subcontractor(s) shall be bound to the
Service Provider in the same manner, and to the same extent, as the Service Provider is bound to
the RTC under this Agreement.
E-18 UNAUTHORIZED ALIENS
In accordance with the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, the Service Provider
agrees that it will not employ unauthorized aliens in the performance of this Contract.
E-19DISCRIMINATION
Service Provider acknowledges that the RTC has an obligation to ensure that public funds are not
used to subsidize private discrimination. Service Provider recognizes that if they or their
subcontractors are found guilty by an appropriate authority of refusing to hire or do business
with an individual or Service Provider due to reasons of race, color, gender, ethnicity, disability,
national origin, age, or any other protected status, the RTC may declare the Service Provider in
breach of the Contract, terminate the Contract, and designate the Service Provider as nonresponsible.
E-20FORCE MAJEURE
The Service Provider shall not be liable for any excess costs if the failure to perform the Contract
arises from circumstances beyond the control and without the fault or negligence of the Service
Provider. These circumstances are limited to such causes as (1) acts of God or of the public
enemy, (2) acts of governmental bodies, (3) fires, (4) floods, (5) epidemics, (6) civil
disturbances, or (7) unusually severe weather; but does not include labor related incidents, such
as strikes or work stoppages. The time of performance of the Service Provider’s obligations
under this Contract shall be extended by such period of enforced delay; provided, however, that
such reasonably extended time period shall not exceed 60 days. If the foregoing circumstances
result in a delay greater than 60 calendar days, the RTC may terminate the affected portion of the
Contract pursuant to the terms of Paragraph E-4 (Termination for Convenience).
E-21 MATERIALS, INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTS
All materials, information, and documents, whether finished, unfinished, or draft, developed,
prepared, completed, or acquired by Service Provider for RTC relating to the services to be
performed hereunder and not otherwise used or useful in connection with services previously
rendered or services to be rendered by Service Provider to parties other than RTC shall become
the property of RTC and shall be delivered to RTC's representative upon completion or
termination of this Contract, whichever comes first. Service Provider shall not be liable for
damages, claims, and losses arising out of any reuse of any work products on any other project
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conducted by RTC. RTC shall have the right to reproduce all documentation supplied pursuant
to this Contract.
E-22 QUALITY OF SERVICES
(a) The Service Provider shall be responsible for the professional quality, technical accuracy,
timely completion, and coordination of all services furnished by the Service Provider, its
subcontractors and its principals, officers, employees and agents under this Contract. In
performing the specified services, Service Provider shall follow practices consistent with
generally accepted professional and technical standards.
(b) It shall be the duty of the Service Provider to assure that all products of its effort are
technically sound and in conformance with all pertinent Federal, State and Local statutes,
codes, ordinances, resolutions and other regulations.
(c) The Service Provider shall, without additional compensation, correct or revise any
deficiencies, errors or omissions caused by the Service Provider in its analysis, reports, and
services. It is also understood and agreed by both parties that if any error is found, the
Service Provider will expeditiously make the necessary correction, at no expense to the RTC,
except when such error is the cause of the RTC.
(d) Service Provider will not produce a work product which violates or infringes on any
copyright or patent rights. The Service Provider shall, without additional compensation,
correct or revise any errors or omissions in its work products. Permitted or required approval
by the RTC of any products or services furnished by Service Provider shall not in any way
relieve the Service Provider of responsibility for the professional and technical accuracy and
adequacy of its work. RTC’s review, approval, acceptance, or payment for any of Service
Provider's services herein shall not be construed to operate as a waiver of any rights under
this Contract or of any cause of action arising out of the performance of this Contract, and
Service Provider shall be and remain liable in accordance with the terms of this Contract and
applicable law for all damages to RTC caused by Service Provider's performance or failures
to perform under this Contract.
E-23ASSUMPTION OF RISK
Any services performed by the Service Provider under this Contract which require prior review
and approval by the RTC shall be at the sole risk and expense of the Service Provider if such
prior review and approval by the RTC is not obtained.
E-24RIGHT TO ADEQUATE ASSURANCE OF PERFORMANCE
When reasonable grounds for insecurity arise with respect to the performance of either party, the
other may in writing demand adequate assurance of due performance and until it receives such
assurance may, if commercially reasonable, suspend any performance for which it has not
already received the agreed return. Acceptance of any improper delivery or payment does not
prejudice the aggrieved party’s right to demand adequate assurance of proper performance.
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After receipt of a justified demand, failure to provide within a reasonable time not exceeding
thirty calendar days, such assurance of due performance as is adequate under the circumstances
of the particular case is a repudiation of the Contract.
E-25 SEVERABILITY
The invalidity, illegality, or unenforceability of any provision of this Contract or the occurrence
of any event rendering any portion or provision of this Contract void shall in no way affect the
validity or enforceability of any other portion or provision of this Contract. Any void provision
shall be deemed severed from this Contract, and the balance of this Contract shall be construed
and enforced as if this Contract did not contain the particular portion or provision held to be
void. The parties further agree to amend this Contract to replace any stricken provision with a
valid provision that comes as close as possible to the intent of the stricken provision. The
provisions of this clause shall not prevent this entire Contract from being void should a provision
which is of the essence of this Contract be determined void.
E-26 CONFORMING SERVICES
The services performed under this Contract shall conform in all respects with the requirements
set forth in this Contract. The Service Provider shall furnish the RTC with sufficient data and
information needed to determine if the services performed conform to all the requirements of this
Contract.
E-27 MODIFICATION/AMENDMENT
(a) Notwithstanding any provision herein to the contrary, and pursuant to NRS 104.2306, the
RTC reserves the right to request modification at any time to the (1) scope, complexity,
character, frequency of the services to be performed; (2) Conditions under which the work is
required to be performed; such as a change in standards or a change in available base data
which would require additional work; (3) duration of work if the time period for completion
of services warrants such an adjustment; or (4) estimated quantities or the timing of the
Service Provider’s obligations under this Contract, in whatever manner the RTC determines,
in good faith, to be reasonably necessary and to be in the best interests of the public. This
Contract shall not be modified or amended except by the express written agreement of the
parties, signed by a duly authorized representative for each party. No services for which an
additional compensation will be charged by the Service Provider shall be furnished without
the written authorization of the RTC. Any other attempt to modify or amend this Contract
shall be null and void and may not be relied upon by either party.
(b) Oral change orders will not be permitted. The Service Provider shall be liable for all costs
resulting from, and/or for satisfactorily correcting, any specification change not properly
ordered by written modification to the contract and signed by the RTC.
(c) Within seven calendar days after receipt of the written change order to modify the contract,
the Service Provider shall submit to the RTC a detailed price and schedule proposal for the
work to be performed or goods provided.
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(d) This proposal shall be subject to negotiations between the Service Provider and the RTC.
After the proposal is accepted by the Governing Body, a detailed modification shall be
executed in writing by both parties. Disagreements that cannot be resolved within
negotiations shall be resolved in accordance with the procedures specified in Paragraph E-1
(Disputes).
E-28ENTIRE CONTRACT
This Contract represents the entire and integrated Contract between the RTC and the Service
Provider. It supersedes all prior and contemporaneous communications, representations, and
agreements, whether oral or written, relating to the subject matter of this Contract.
E-29SECTION AND PARAGRAPH HEADINGS
The section and paragraph headings appearing in this Contract are inserted for the purpose of
convenience and ready reference. They do not purport to define, limit or extend the scope or
intent of the language of the sections and paragraphs to which they pertain.
E-30 CONFLICT OF INTEREST
(a) An official of the RTC, who is authorized in such capacity and on behalf of the RTC to
negotiate, make, accept or approve, or take part in negotiating, making, accepting, or approving
this Contract, payments under this Contract, or work under this Contract, shall not be directly
or indirectly interested personally in this Contract or in any part hereof. No officer, employee,
architect, attorney, engineer or inspector of, or for the RTC, who is authorized in such capacity
and on behalf of the RTC to exercise any legislative, executive, supervisory or other similar
functions in connection with this Contract, shall become directly or indirectly interested
personally in this Contract or in any part hereof, any material supply contract, subcontract,
insurance contract, or any other contract pertaining to this Contract.
(b) Each party represents that it is unaware of any financial or economic interest of any public
officer or employee of the RTC relating to this Contract. Notwithstanding any other
provision of this Contract, if such interest becomes known, the RTC may immediately
terminate this Contract for default or convenience, based on the culpability of the parties.
(c) The Service Provider warrants that no person or selling agency has been employed or
retained to solicit or secure this Contract upon an agreement or understanding for a
commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee, excepting bona fide permanent
employees. For breach or violation of this warranty, the RTC shall have the right to annul
this Contract without liability or in its discretion to deduct from the Contract price or
consideration or otherwise recover the full amount of such commission, percentage,
brokerage, or contingent fee.
(d) In the event this Contract is terminated as provided for in this Section, the RTC shall be
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entitled:
1.

To pursue the same remedies against the Service Provider as it could pursue in the
event of a breach of this Contract by the Service Provider; and

2.

As a penalty, in addition to any other damages to which the RTC may be entitled by
law, to exemplary damages in an amount as determined by the RTC which shall not
be less than three nor more than ten times the costs incurred by the Service Provider
in providing any such gratuities to any such officer or employee.

3.

The rights and remedies of the RTC provided in this section shall not be exclusive
and are in addition to any other rights and remedies provided by law or under any
other provision of this Contract.

E-31 PUBLIC RECORDS
The RTC is a commission as defined by state law. As such, it is subject to the Nevada Public
Records Law (Chapter 239 of the Nevada Revised Statutes). All of the RTC’s Records are
public records, which are subject to inspection and copying by any person (unless declared by
law to be confidential). This Contract, all supporting documents, and proposals submitted under
the original Request for Proposal (if applicable) are deemed to be public records.
E-32 CONFIDENTIALITY
(a) All information, including but not limited to, oral statements, computer files, databases, and
other material or data supplied to the Service Provider is confidential and privileged. The
Service Provider shall not disclose this information, nor allow to be disclosed to any person
or entity without the express prior written consent of the RTC. The Service Provider shall
have the right to use any such confidential information only for the purpose of providing the
services under this Contract, unless the express prior, written consent of the RTC is obtained.
Upon request by the RTC, The Service Provider shall promptly return to the RTC all
confidential information supplied by the RTC, together with all copies and extracts.
(b) The confidentiality requirements shall not apply where (i) the information is, at the time of
disclosure by the RTC, then in the public domain; (ii) the information is known to the
Service Provider prior to obtaining the same from the RTC; (iii) the information is obtained
by the Service Provider from a third party who did not receive the same directly or indirectly
from the RTC; or (iv) the information is subpoenaed by court order or other legal process,
but in such event, the Service Provider shall notify the RTC. In such event the RTC, in its
sole discretion, may seek to quash such demand.
(c) The obligations of confidentiality shall survive the termination of this Contract.
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E-33 MARKETING RESTRICTIONS
The Service Provider may not publish or sell any information from or about this Contract
without the prior written consent of the RTC. This restriction does not apply to the use of the
RTC’s name in a general list of customers, so long as the list does not represent an express or
implied endorsement of the Service Provider or its services.
E-34 LACK OF FUNDS
The entering into of the Contract by the RTC is subject to its receipt of local and federal funds
adequate to carry out the provisions of the Contract in full.
The RTC may cancel or reduce the amount of services to be rendered if the RTC determines that
such action is in the RTC’s best interest, or that there will be a lack of funding available for the
service. In such event, the RTC will notify the Service Provider in writing in 30 calendar days in
advance of the date such cancellation or reduction is to be effective.
E-35 CHANGES-FIXED PRICE SERVICES
(a) The RTC may at any time, by written order, and without notice to the sureties, if any, make
changes within the general scope of this Contract in any one or more of the following:
1. Description of services to be performed.
2. Time of performance (i.e., hours of the day, days of the week, etc.).
3. Place of performance of the services.
(b) If any such change causes an increase or decrease in the cost of, or the time required for,
performance of any part of the work under this Contract, whether or not changed by the order,
the RTC shall make an equitable adjustment in the Contract price, the delivery schedule, or
both, and shall modify the Contract.
(c) The Service Provider must assert its right to an adjustment under this clause within 30 days
from the date of receipt of the written order; however, if the RTC decides that the facts justify,
the RTC may receive and act upon a proposal submitted before final payment of the Contract.
(d) If the Service Provider’s proposal includes the cost of property made obsolete or excess by the
change, the RTC shall have the right to prescribe the manner of the disposition of the property.
(e) Failure to agree to any adjustment shall be a dispute under Paragraph E-1 (Disputes); however,
nothing in this clause shall excuse the Service Provider from proceeding with the Contract as
changed.
The Service Provider shall provide current, complete, and accurate documentation to the RTC in
support of any equitable adjustment. Failure to provide adequate documentation, within a
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reasonable time after a request from the RTC, will be deemed a waiver of the Service Provider’s
right to dispute the equitable adjustment proposed by the RTC, where such equitable adjustment
has a reasonable basis at the time it is determined by the RTC.
SECTION F – LIST OF ATTACHMENTS/EXHIBITS
The following attachments are hereby incorporated into this Contract:
Identifier
Exhibit A
Exhibit B
Exhibit C

Title/Text Reference
Scope of Services
Fee Schedule
Insurance

(REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the individuals who have affixed their signatures below certify and attest
each is empowered to execute this Contract and act on behalf of and bind the party in whose name this
Contract is executed the day and year first written above.

BICYCLE TRANSIT SYSTEMS, INC.

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
OF SOUTHERN NEVADA

By:

By:

ALISON COHEN
CEO

LAWRENCE L. BROWN III
Chairman

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

ATTEST:

By:

By:

RTC Legal Counsel

MARIN DUBOIS
Management Analyst
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EXHIBIT A – SCOPE OF SERVICES

SCOPE OF WORK
The Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC) is currently operating an
automated on-demand Public Bike Share System in the downtown Las Vegas area. The system
includes operating an initial fleet of approximately 180 traditional bicycles and 20 electric bicycles,
which may be taken from one bike share station and returned to another in a network of
approximately 20 stations. This solicitation is for the procurement of a qualified System Operator to
successfully manage the operation and maintenance of the Public Bike Share System.
BCycle, will be responsible for supplying and delivering spare parts for all stations, bicycles, related
equipment, and system software including all related mobile and remote software applications and
supporting databases.
Project Details
1. General Description
The Public Bike Share System allows users to rent bicycles by either walk-up registration at
station kiosks or by registering for a membership online on the system website. Walk-up users
include visitors, residents, and commuters. All stations enable walk-up users to register, submit
credit card data or other potential fare media, and execute a user agreement. The user interface is
available and visible 24-hours per day, 7 days a week.
Responsibilities
1. The System Operator is expected to have a thorough understanding of how to operate
and maintain the Public Bike Share System
2. Provide maintenance for the Public Bike Share System
3. Provide Customer Service to patrons of the Public Bike Share System
4. Operate the Public Bike Share System
5. Market the Public Bike Share System
6. Maintain a web site and social media for the Public Bike Share System
2. Public Bike Share System Operational Knowledge
The System Operator shall have a thorough understanding and prior experience with at least one
Public Bike Share System. This includes operations and maintenance of systems of similar or
larger size within the United States of America within the last five years.
3. System Maintenance
The System Operator shall be solely responsible for the maintenance of the Public Bike Share
System. Such maintenance shall include, but is not limited to, inspecting, repairing and cleaning
the docking station structures (including bicycles, docks, information panels, solar panels, and
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kiosks) on a regular basis. See ATTACHMENT 4 - TECHNICAL RESPONSE
DOCUMENT for more information. This maintenance will also include producing, updating
and maintaining all system maps, information panels, and advertising locations on bicycles,
docks, kiosks and other pieces of the Public Bike Share System. See Definition section in
Sample Contract. The Operator shall also be responsible for ensuring that all Stations are well
maintained, appear in good working order and free of graffiti and/or stickers. Prompt repairs
and preventive care is required to ensure users have access to and beneficial use of the Public
Bike Share System at all times. See ATTACHMENT 4 - TECHNICAL RESPONSE
DOCUMENT for more information.
Back-end operations, maintenance crews, and customer service teams shall ensure that the
bicycles are properly distributed throughout the system at all times and kept in good working
condition. Bicycles shall be inspected regularly, at least once per week and a full bicycle fleet
inspection shall be completed every year. The Operator shall work with the Equipment Provider
to ensure that software and customer interface platforms (i.e., website, kiosk, mobile application)
function at all times.
4. Customer Service
The System Operator shall be solely responsible for addressing all customer needs within a
defined time period. See ATTACHMENT 4 - TECHNICAL RESPONSE DOCUMENT for
more details. All stations and bicycles shall contain a highly visible telephone number, text
number and email address to which the public may direct questions, complaints and comments
regarding the service provided. The Operator will be responsible for establishing a call
center/customer service center where live help shall be provided 24 hours a day 7 days a week.
Locally based call center staff is preferred. The Operator shall log complaints and respond in a
timely manner. See ATTACHMENT 4 - TECHNICAL RESPONSE DOCUMENT for more
information. The Operator shall maintain a service call log and complaints reports to the RTC so
that it can track and report the outcomes to the general public. See ATTACHMENT 4 TECHNICAL RESPONSE DOCUMENT for more information.
5. Operations
The Public Bike Share System shall be operated to the following standards:
a. The Operator shall develop, operate and maintain all aspects of the Public Bike Share
System at agreed upon levels throughout the term of the contract. See ATTACHMENT 4
- TECHNICAL RESPONSE DOCUMENT for more information.
b. The Operator shall list all staffing requirements in ATTACHMENT 4 - TECHNICAL
RESPONSE DOCUMENT.
c. All information, including financial records and payment invoices, as well as systems and
facilities are subject to RTC review and inspection throughout the term of the contract.
Upon request, the System Operator shall provide management data to RTC for its use and
information.
d. At RTC’s request, the System Operator will relocate stations, coordinating with the RTC,
City of Las Vegas, utility companies, and other stakeholders as necessary to complete the
work in an agreed upon timeframe.
e. Subject to approval by the RTC, the System Operator shall develop and abide by a
Maintenance Plan. See APPENDIX C – SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
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REQUIREMENTS to ensure that all Bicycles, Stations, Kiosks, and Docks are
maintained in a state of good repair.
f. Maintenance teams shall record all maintenance, cleaning and repair activities. The
System Operator shall provide a monthly report that aggregates and describes all
maintenance, cleaning and repair activities provided during the reporting period.
g. The System Operator shall be responsible for locating and retrieving Bicycles that are not
returned within 24 hours.
h. At the request of the RTC, the Maintenance Plan(s) may be altered at any time to ensure
adequate maintenance of all System equipment. See APPENDIX C – SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS.
5.1 Membership
Respondents are encouraged to submit plans for types of membership or user
participation, including those that differ from existing models. Examples could be
bundled memberships with monthly transit passes. RTC uses a mobile ticketing and fare
collection system technology for payment of transit services. The System Operator is
expected to work with the RTC and the Equipment Provider to integrate this payment
technology.
5.2 User Fees
The system will be designed to automatically complete financial transactions made
online, using the mobile application, and at Stations. RTC expects the Public Bike Share
System to be self-supporting over time. Respondents are encouraged to submit at least
two proposed fare structures that will meet the following goals:
a. Provide a simple, easy to understand system for all users.
b. Allow equitable access for users of varying income levels.
c. Reflect the true value of the system to users.
d. Generate sufficient revenue to sustain the system long term.
e. Promote the use of bicycles for short trips.
5.3 Financial Transactions
The System Operator shall be required to process and handle all payments, fees, penalties,
or other monetary transactions made by users of the system. The System Operator will be
required to submit financial transaction reports monthly with invoicing as a basis for
payment. The RTC shall have the right to review and audit the backend system at any
time.
The System Operator shall adhere to industry standards for data security and to safeguard
financial and personal data of all participants. RTC shall not be liable for any data
breaches throughout the duration of the contract.
5.4 Revenues
All revenues that Bike Transit collects though the website and at kiosks will be subject to
various credit card and bank processing fees. Bike Transit would like to clarify that If the
net monthly revenue is less than the monthly cost, the RTC will pay the Operator the
difference. If the net monthly revenue is greater than the monthly cost, the parties will
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track the revenue overage and apply appropriate credit to months with revenue deficits.
Further, Bike Transit wants to expressly state in the contract that membership, ridership
and all other revenues it collects, whether retained for cost coverage or not, represent
sales by RTC which operator is collecting on RTC’s behalf, and as such, those revenues
are not subject to sales tax assessments.
The RTC finance department will create a process for receiving these reports and
coordinate the process with the Operator. The revenue used in the monthly and annual
revenue calculation will be net of credit card processing fees.
5.5 Data Management – REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
The System Operator shall provide the RTC with weekly data regarding the performance
of the Public Bike Share System. The System Operator is expected to provide current
performance measures on a real-time basis at the request of the RTC or its
representatives. The System Operator will work with the RTC, and the Equipment
Provider to tailor all reports on the backend system and push information to the user
interface. The System Operator shall prepare weekly, monthly, quarterly and yearly
reports on a series of agreed-upon metrics and shall outline plans for system
improvements based on the results of these reports. See APPENDIX B- PROPOSED
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS. A preliminary list of required metrics and reporting
frequency can be found in APPENDIX B- PROPOSED REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS. RTC will not be liable for any data breaches throughout the
duration of the contract.
The Operator is expected to provide program data on their website and mobile
applications that are available to the public, and shall include at minimum, information
regarding ridership, fleet performance and safety, customer service, and membership.
The use of free and open Application Programing Interface (API) platforms to stream
live system usage data is mandatory. The ability to share data on measurable outcomes,
such as health impacts, cost savings, environmental benefits, and related data with the
public is important to the RTC to illustrate the return on investment for the use of public
property and funds.
6. Marketing
The System Operator shall provide the following related to the marketing of the program:
a. Host and maintain the BCycle website which provides an interface where customers may
learn about and sign-up for the program and provides service updates;
b. Develop content for the BCycle system web site. (Must be fluent in the Sitefinity
platform);
c. Develop a targeted and well-designed marketing and PR program that generates
enthusiasm prior to system launch and has ongoing elements with a modern theme;
d. Develop and create a social media campaign (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, etc.) to keep
members abreast of day-to-day happenings and special communications;
e. Maintain an FAQ and provide royalty-free photos of the system on the website for use
by the media;
f. Conduct semi-annual market research/customer surveys to collect demographic data of
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users, usage characteristics, and feedback on customer experience;
g. Develop a satisfactory public relations emergency response plan to address a fatality or
serious injury.
The above noted requirements shall be performed though out the duration of this contract.
Refer to ATTACHMENT 4 – TECHNICAL RESPONSE DOCUMENT for more details on
what is expected.
7. Social Equity
While the RTC’s initial deployment is in the downtown area of Las Vegas, the RTC intends to
expand the Public Bike Share System into demographically diverse portions of the community.
The System Operator shall work with the RTC and Equipment Provider to develop strategies to
maximize the accessibility to the system to all residents while balancing the costs and revenues
to remain financially sustainable. This shall include strategies for increasing participation by
under-represented populations, including, women, older adults, people of color, low-income
households while also reducing barriers associated with credit cards.
8. Ownership
The Public Bike Share System, including the stations, kiosks, informational panels, bicycles, tool
kits, and other equipment supplied by the Equipment Provider to the RTC shall remain the
property of the RTC. Membership and all program data shall remain the property of the RTC,
and operator shall relinquish all rights to such data at contract termination. All tools, rebalancing
and maintenance equipment shall be the property of the System Operator. The Equipment
Provider will serve as RTC and the System Operator’s agent for procuring required parts and
proprietary tools needed for upkeep of the Public Bike Share System.
9. Service Vehicles
Any vehicle used by the System Operator for the execution of tasks under this contract, including
station relocation, bicycle rebalancing, maintenance and operation of the Public Bike Share
System, shall be the property and responsibility of the System Operator. Service vehicles must be
adequately insured in accordance with the RTC Certificate of Insurance requirements. All
vehicles shall be kept clean, well maintained, and in good working order to be safely operated
and well representative of the program. All vehicles shall be registered in the State of Nevada.
10. Hours and Location of Work
The Public Bike Share System is expected to be fully operational and available to the public, 24
hours per day and 365 days per year. All routine maintenance and operations activities shall occur
within the RTC Service Area. While not required, it is highly desired that all call center
operations are based in Clark County, Nevada. Respondent’s cost proposals shall be based on
locally sourced call center operations.
11. Key Performance Indicators
The contract resulting from this RFP shall include key performance indicators for the project,
including but not limited to:
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1. Station Cleaning and Inspection
2. Graffiti Removal
3. Litter Removal
4. Bicycle Maintenance
5. Station Deactivation and De-Installation
6. Equipment Functionality
7. Station Operability
8. Website Operations
9. Telephone Answering Time
10. Email Response Time
11. Bicycle Availability
12. Rebalancing
TECHNICAL RESPONSE DOCUMENT- IN PROPOSAL
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APPENDIX A – SERVICE AREA
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APPENDIX B – PROPOSED REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
For each active station in the system, the following data should be provided from the System Operator to the RTC
on a weekly, monthly, quarterly and yearly basis. Reporting timeframe will be included as part of contract
negotiations.
Station Number or Identifier
•
Station Name
•
Station Address
•
Station Coordinates (Latitude / Longitude)
•
Station Payment Terminal Availability (Does the station have the ability to process credit/debit
cards?)
•
Station Terminal Availability (Is the station terminal working)
•
Installed Date
•
Station Status (Open / Closed)
•
Station Docks Total
•
Station Docks Available
•
Bicycles Currently Available
•
Broken Bicycle at station (If any)
•
Last communication with Central Computer System.
•
Last update from Station.
Ridership

•
•
•
•

•
•

Rides per bike per month
Number of trips per Month
Trip Origin/Destination by Station
Number of Trips per Time Interval
i. 0-30 mins
ii. 30-60 mins
iii. 60-90 mins
iv. 90-120 mins
v. 120 mins and up
Miles Travelled per Month
CO2 emissions prevented (in lbs. per user per month)

Fleet Performance and Safety
•
Bicycles in Service
•
Fleet Maintenance (Number of Bikes Inspected/Repaired) per Month
•
Bicycles Damaged per Month
Membership/Pass Status
•
Total Number of Users
•
New Members
Customer Service Data
•
Stations Full or Empty - Number of Instances
•
Stations Full or Empty - Time Interval
•
Stations Full or Empty - Percentage of Instances per Time Interval
•
Stations Full - Instances of Additional Time Granted
•
Stations Full - Total Number of Extra Minutes Granted
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•
•

Rebalancing - Number of Times Bicycles Picked up and dropped off at Stations
Customer Service Calls - Number of Incoming Calls and Lost Calls

Trip Duration Data
•
Trip / record identifier
•
Start date & time
•
End date & time
•
Start station location
•
End station location
•
Bike number
•
Membership / user type
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APPENDIX C – SYSTEM MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
Provide ongoing Equipment inspection, maintenance and cleaning including annual overhaul of all equipment;
use most environmentally friendly cleaning solutions when cleaning required. Work must be in compliance with
manufacturer’s requirements, warranties, and recommendations for assembly, maintenance, storage, repair and
replacement of all Equipment.
Provide the following services at least twice monthly:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ride each bicycle;
Inspect drive chain for proper functioning and lubrication;
Inspect cranks/pedals for tightness and ease of use;
Inspect tires for proper inflation, defects, and wear;
Ensure proper working order of brakes; adequate pull – Front / Rear;
Inspect saddle for proper tightness, excessive wear, and deterioration;
Inspect shifters for proper functioning;
Inspect lights for proper functioning;
Inspect handlebar grips for wear and sticky surface;
Inspect fenders and chain guard for proper functioning, defects, and wear;
Ensure that the basket and bell are properly attached and functioning;
Inspect advertisements and labels/stickers;
Inspect ad panels/skirt guards/ handlebar shroud.

Provide the following services at least one time per year and on an as needed basis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove and clean entire drive train;
Inspect and adjust tension, and true wheels;
Inspect tires for excessive wear, dry rot, defects, and replace inner tubes and tires if worm beyond 50%
tread life;
Inspect hubs for proper functioning;
Inspect/repair brakes if needed;
Remove any graffiti or soiling of equipment within twenty four (24) hours of discovery;
Clean/remove any stickers and/or standard ink/paint;
Repair any damaged or malfunctioning docking station to make Functioning within twenty four (24)
hours of discovery, or contact Project Manager if repair is expected to require more time;
Maintain accurate and up to date inventory of all Equipment including serial numbers.
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APPENDIX D – KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
Performance
Indicator
Stations Full or
Empty
Bikes in Good
Repair
Station in Good
Repair

Station Cleanliness
Bicycle safety
Checks

Notification
Response
Average Answer
Time

Percentage of
Email answered
within 24 hours
Percentage of First
call Issues resolved
Percent of Calls
Answered
Annual Bicycle
Refurbishment

•

Description
Percent of time that stations are
either full or empty between
7AM and 10PM should be less
than 6.5%
Percent of bikes in good repair
and in the system should be
greater than 85%
Each Bike Share station will be
check at least once per week or
on an as needed basis for proper
operation. See below for typical
weekly and annual check items.
Each month every station will be
cleaned a minimum of twice per
calendar month
Each bicycle will be inspected at
least once every month in
accordance with Bcycle
recommendations. See below for
typically monthly check items
Any issue from RTC will be
addressed with 48 hours of
notification
Customer calls should be
answered by a customer service
representative, on average within
45 seconds between 7am and
10PM
Customer emails to designated
email addresses shall be
answered within 24 hours
Percentage of issues resolved
during the first call made
regarding an issue
The percent of customer calls
answered by a customer service
representative between 7AM and
10PM
Annually each bike will be
refurbished including branding
on an as needed basis. See below
for typical annual maintenance
items

Minimum
Performance
Standard

Reporting
Frequency

Less than 6.5%

Monthly

Greater than 85%

Monthly

Greater than 95%

Monthly

Greater than 95%

Monthly

Greater than 95%

Monthly

Greater than 95%

Monthly

90% of calls
answered in less than
45 seconds

Monthly

Greater than 95%

Monthly

Greater than 70%

Monthly

Greater than 95%

Monthly

100%

Annually

Following are sample actions for the monthly bike inspections, with each inspection recorded in our backend
database: 季
o Inspect bike for damage. 季
o Inspect handlebars for alignment and rotation. 季
o Check wheels for broken spokes, tightness and rotation. 季
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Check tires for pressure and tread wear. 季
Check saddle for alignment, tightness and tears in cover. 季
Check front and rear lights for proper operation. 季
Check drivetrain for pedal tightness and crank operation. 季
Check brake and shift controls for proper operation and safety. 季
Inspect shroud and fender skirts for damage.
Check kickstand for operation and tightness.

•

Annual bike refurbishments include a more detailed checkup in the warehouse. Depending on the
condition and usage of the bikes, it may include the above-mentioned tasks as well as:
o Complete inspection of bike operation.
o Chain replacement.
o Replacement of damaged or faded decals.
o Rear hub servicing.
o Brake and/or shift cable and housing replacement.
o Wheel truing and spoke tensioning.
o Bottom bracket inspection and replacement.
o Tire and tube replacement.

•

Weekly station checks include:
o Checking that the touch screen is fully functional.
o Checking operation of credit card reader.
o Checking that the station environment is clear of dangerous debris.
o Station cleanliness.
o Map and advertising panels clean and visible, with materials in good condition.

•

Station Maintenance annually or as needed:
o Adjust solar panel for maximum solar exposure.
o Reimage PC as needed.
o Update of map or poster.
o Replacement of station components.
 PC.
 Modem.
 Circuit board in kiosk and dock.
 Software updates.

Failure to Meet Required Performance Levels
Should Bicycle Transit fail to meet the performance levels, liquidated damages may be assessed as a
portion of the monthly Management Fee according to the table below:
Liquidated damages if Performance levels are not met
No. of Performance Levels not achieved
in a month
3
4-6
7-8
9 or more

Portion of Management Fee as liquidated
damages
15%
35%
55%
75%
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EXHIBIT B – PRICE/COST/DELIVERABLES
The not-to-exceed budget for all services, for the base term of this contract shall be $670,970.00. All
costs associated with this contract and any other costs must come in, at, or under the budget amount.
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ

ථ

ථ

ථ

BASE Price Proposal - 200-249 Bikes System
Item
Description
Operations and Maintenance of Public Bike Share
Monthly (Year 1) System - 200-249 Bikes (in accordance with SOW)
Annual (Year 1) Term September 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021
Annual (Year 2) Renewal Term July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022
Annual (Year 3) Renewal Term July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023
Annual (Year 4) Renewal Term July 1, 2023 to June 30, 2024
ථ
ථ
ථ

Cost

ථ

$
$
$
$
$

ථ
ALTERNATE Price Proposal - 250-299 Bikes System
Item
Description
Operations and Maintenance of Public Bike Share
Monthly (Year 1) System - 250-299 Bikes (in accordance with SOW)** $
Annual (Year 1) Term September 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021**
$
Annual (Year 2) Renewal Term July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022
$
Annual (Year 3) Renewal Term July 1, 2022 to June 30, 2023
$
Annual (Year 4) Renewal Term July 1, 2023 to June 30, 2024
$
** The amount includes one-time launch cost of $15,714
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ

67,097
670,970
829,332
854,208
879,816

ථ

Cost
77,323
773,234
936,300
964,380
993,300

ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ
ථ

       

EXHIBIT C - INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
1. Format/Time: The Service Provider shall provide RTC with Certificates of Insurance, per the attached
sample format, for coverages as listed below, and endorsements affecting coverage required by this
Contract within ten calendar days after the award by the RTC. All policy certificates and endorsements
shall be signed by a person authorized by that insurer and who is licensed by the State of Nevada in
accordance with NRS 680A.300. All required aggregate limits shall be disclosed and amounts entered
on the Certificate of Insurance, and shall be maintained for the duration of the Contract and any renewal
periods.
2. Best Key Rating: The RTC requires insurance carriers to maintain during the contract term, a Best Key
Rating of A, with a Financial Strength of VII or higher, which shall be fully disclosed and entered on the
Certificate of Insurance.
3. RTC Coverage: The RTC, its officers and employees must be expressly covered as additional insureds
except on workers' compensation and professional liability insurance coverages. The Service Providers’
insurance shall be primary as respects the RTC, its officers and employees.
4. Endorsement/Cancellation: The Service Providers’ general liability insurance policy shall be endorsed
to recognize specifically the Service Providers’ contractual obligation of additional insured to RTC and
must note that the RTC will be given 30 calendar days advance notice by certified mail “return receipt
requested” of any policy changes, cancellations, or any erosion of insurance limits.
5. Deductibles: All deductibles and self-insured retentions shall be fully disclosed in the Certificates of
Insurance and may not exceed $50,000.
6. Aggregate Limits: If aggregate limits are imposed on bodily injury and property damage, then the
amount of such limits must not be less than $2,000,000.
7. Commercial General Liability: Subject to Paragraph 6 of this exhibit, the Service Provider shall
maintain limits of no less than $1,000,000 combined single limit per occurrence for bodily injury
(including death), personal injury and property damages. Commercial general liability coverage shall be
on a “per occurrence” basis only, not “claims made,” and be provided either on a Commercial General
Liability or a Broad Form Comprehensive General Liability (including a Broad Form CGL
endorsement) insurance form.
8. Automobile Liability: Subject to Paragraph 6 of this exhibit, the Service Provider shall maintain limits
of no less than $1,000,000 combined single limit per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage
to include, but not be limited to, coverage against all insurance claims for injuries to persons or damages
to property which may arise from services rendered by Service Provider and any auto used for the
performance of services under this Contract. As an alternative to the specified any auto coverage, the
RTC will accept all owned, non-owned and hired or symbols 2, 8 and 9.
9. Workers' Compensation: The Service Provider shall obtain and maintain for the duration of this contract,
a work certificate and/or a certificate issued by an insurer qualified to underwrite workers’ compensation
insurance in the State of Nevada, in accordance with Nevada Revised Statutes Chapters 616A-616D,
inclusive, provided, however, a Service Provider that is a sole proprietor shall be required to submit an
affidavit (sample attached) indicating that the Service Provider has elected not to be included in the

       

terms, conditions and provisions of Chapters 616A-616D, inclusive, and is otherwise in compliance with
those terms, conditions and provisions. If any of the work to be provided will be performed out of the
state of Nevada, then any Workers Compensation policy must include an "all states endorsement" that
provides for coverage in any state. The endorsement must include the broadening of coverage to meet
the applicable laws in that state.
10. Professional Liability: The Service Provider shall maintain limits of no less than $1,000,000 aggregate.
If the professional liability insurance provided is on a Claims Made Form, then the insurance coverage
required must continue for a period of 2 years beyond the completion or termination of this Contract.
Any retroactive date must coincide with or predate the beginning of this and may not be advanced
without the consent of the Owner.
11. Failure To Maintain Coverage: If the Service Provider fails to maintain any of the insurance coverages
required herein, RTC may withhold payment, order the Service Provider to stop the work, declare the
Service Provider in breach, suspend or terminate the Contract, assess liquidated damages as defined
herein, or may purchase replacement insurance or pay premiums due on existing policies. RTC may
collect any replacement insurance costs or premium payments made from the Service Provider or deduct
the amount paid from any sums due the Service Provider under this Contract.
12. Additional Insurance: The Service Provider is encouraged to purchase any such additional insurance as
it deems necessary.
13. Damages: The Service Provider is required to remedy all injuries to persons and damage or loss to any
property of RTC, caused in whole or in part by the Service Provider its subcontractors or anyone
employed, directed or supervised by Service Provider.
14. Cost: The Service Provider shall pay all associated costs for the specified insurance. The cost shall be
included in the price(s).
15. Insurance Submittal Address: All Insurance Certificates requested shall be sent to the RTC’s third party
insurance compliance tracking service provider, Insurance Tracking Services, Inc.,
certcontrol@instracking.com and cc the designated Purchasing Representative.
16. Insurance Form Instructions: The following information must be filled in by the Service Provider’s
Insurance Service Provider representative:
•

Insurance Broker’s name, complete address, telephone and fax numbers

•

Service Provider’s name, complete address, telephone and fax numbers

•

Insurance Service Provider’s Best Key Rating

•

Commercial General Liability (Per Occurrence)
Policy Number
Policy Effective Date
Policy Expiration Date
General Aggregate ($2,000,000)
Products-Completed Operations Aggregate ($2,000,000)

       

Personal & Advertising Injury ($1,000,000)
Each Occurrence ($1,000,000)
Fire Damage ($50,000)
Medical Expenses ($5,000) - WAIVED
•

Automobile Liability (Any Auto)
Policy Number
Policy Effective Date
Policy Expiration Date
Combined Single Limit ($1,000,000)

•

Worker’s Compensation
Deductible
Policy Number
Policy Effective Date
Policy Expiration Date
WC Statutory Limits
Employer’s Liability Each Accident ($1,000.000)
Employer’s Liability Disease – Each Employee ($1,000,000)
Employer’s Liability Disease – Policy Limit ($1,000,000)

•

Professional Liability
Deductible
Policy Number
Policy Effective Date
Policy Expiration Date
Limit

•

Description: Contract No. 20-040; Project Title: PUBLIC BIKE SHARE OPERATIONS
AND MAINTENANCE (must be identified on the initial insurance form and each renewal
form).

Certificate Holder:
Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada, its officers, employees, and agents
c/o Insurance Tracking Services, Inc. (ITS)
P.O. Box 198
Long Beach, CA 90801-0198
The Certificate Holder, Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada, must be named as an
additional insured.
The RTC requires that all endorsements accompany the certificates when emailed to the Purchasing
Representative specified above.

       

RTCSNV 20-040
Bicycle Transit Systems
Supplier Response
Event Information
Number:
Title:
Type:
Issue Date:
Deadline:
Notes:

RTCSNV 20-040
PUBLIC BIKE SHARE OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE PROJECT
Request for Proposal
5/15/2020
6/11/2020 03:00 PM (PT)
It is the intent of this formal Request for Proposals (RFP) to receive
Proposals from qualified Proponent for the procurement of a qualified
System Operator to successfully manage the implementation,
operation and maintenance of the Public Bike Share System. The
Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC) is
currently operating an automated on-demand Public Bike Share
System in the downtown Las Vegas area. The system includes
operating a fleet of approximately 180 traditional bicycles and 20
electric bicycles, which may be taken from one bike share station and
returned to another in a network of approximately 20 stations. This
solicitation is for the procurement of a qualified System Operator to
successfully manage the operation and maintenance of the Public
Bike Share System.

Contact Information
Contact: Tonita Brown
Address: Purchasing & Contracts
600 S. Grand Central Parkway
Suite 350
Las Vegas, NV 89106-4512
Phone:
1 (702) 676-1507
Fax:
1 (702) 676-1518
Email:
brownt@rtcsnv.com
Page 1 of 2 pages

Vendor: Bicycle Transit Systems

RTCSNV 20-040

       

Bicycle Transit Systems Information
Address: 1330 North Fifth St.
Philadelphia, PA 19122
Phone:
(617) 548-8812
By selecting the "Submit Response" button, you are signing this Bid/Proposal document electronically. You agree your
electronic signature is the legal equivalent of your manual signature on this Bid/Proposal document.
%\VHOHFWLQJ³6XEPLW5HVSRQVH´\RXFRQVHQWWREHOHJDOO\ERXQGE\WKLV%LG3URSRVDO¶VWHUPVDQGFRQGLWLRQV<RXIXUWKHU
agree that your use of a key pad, mouse or other device to select an item, button, icon or similar act/action constitutes
your signature acceptance and agreement as if actually signed by you in writing.
You also agree that no certification authority or other third party verification is necessary to validate your digital signature
and that the lack of such certification or third party verification will not in any way affect the enforceability of your digital
signature or any resulting contract between you and the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada
(RTCSNV). You also represent that you are authorized to enter into this Bid/Proposal for all persons who own or are
authorized to access any of your accounts and that such persons will be bound by the terms of this Bid/Proposal.
Alison Cohen
Signature

acohen@bicycletransit.com
Email

Submitted at 6/10/2020 9:20:55 PM

Requested Attachments
RFP Proposal Upload

FINAL SUBMISSION Las Vegas Bike Share RFP.pdf

Proponent must upload proposal. Review RFP Instructions to Prospective Proponents for response format and
required sections. Proposal should not exceed the stated page limit and should be identified pursuant to the section
headings indicated in the RFP Document. Adherence to the proposal format requirements will affect proposal
evaluation.
Fee Proposal RTC RFP No. 20-040.pdf
Price Proposal
The Proponent shall submit proposed pricing to provide the products/services for the work described in the Draft
Scope of Services. 7KH)HH3URSRVDOVKDOOEHPDUNHG³)HH3URSRVDO57&5)31R´

Bid Attributes
1 Addenda Acknowledgement - Proposal
Prior to the Proposal Deadline, the RTC will post any Addenda on the NGEM website. The Prospective Proponent
bears the responsibility for verifying the number of addenda issued by the RTC before the due date and time and
for ascertaining they have received all the addenda issued on the solicitation. The Proponent hereby acknowledges
that it has ascertained the number of Addenda, if any, which have been issued by the RTC and for obtaining a copy
of such Addenda prior to the submission of the Proposal.
Acknowledged

2 Certificate of Insurance
Proponent acknowledges that, upon selection of contract award, Proponent can comply with the requirements of the
Certificate of Insurance as stated in the sample contract.
Yes, I can

Page 2 of 2 pages

Vendor: Bicycle Transit Systems

RTCSNV 20-040
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-+!&++&&*,+&*!.+(*'+++4('$!!+4&/'*#$'/+, ,*'%($!&,4!!&,4+$$4
&*$,'-*.$-+6 !+(++!'&,'-,.$'(!&&!%($%&,!&+,*,!+,'!&*+!.*+!,1
&!%(*'.)-!,1&!&$-+!'&/!, !&, '*&!2,!'&6', !+&4!&FDEK !,';'-&4!#
*&+!,7+!.*+!,14)-!,1&!&$-+!'&'%%!,,, , + '+,'2&+',!.!,!+&,*!&!&+'*,%
%%*+6*!'*,'"'!&!&!#*&+!,4 !,$$$& -%&*+'-*+'*, +,*,-(0(*!&!&
*(!*'/, 6 $+'/'*#+&,,'*&1!&+.*$$*$/!*%+!& !$$( !/ *+  $( *
$!&,+&.!,, /'*$',*&+,!'&$%($'1%&,$/&$!,!,!'&6
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!1$*&+!,1+,%+5FDEH;*+&,
$+'- -+-%5FDDL;FDEH
 4%($&!.*+!,14 !$$( !45FDEJ
4$&!.*+!,14/ .&45FDDK



#+ *+#"'!&!#*&+!,+, ++&*'* !$$( !7+ &'(*!'*,', +1+,%7+
$-& 4&+!&&-!$,%&1', )-!,1(*'*%+, ,*+,!$$'!&+,*'&,'14+- +, 
-,'%,+ (1%&,&, ++++6 *(+,/'*#!&(*'*%.$-,!'&&#*'-&!&(-$!
$, 4'%!&/!,  *0!,%&,'-,,4$,' *-**&,('+!,!'&+,&.$-,!'&&*4
/ *+ '.*++!#*&+!,7+.+,,!&*+,*-,-*4-!$!&,;*!.&!+!'&;%#!&!&,', 
'%(&17+'*.$-+6 &, !+*'$4+  + $('(,!%!2!#*&+!,7+!&,*&$(*'*%&1.$'(!&
!&,*&$(*'-,+&+1+,%+4+- +, (*,!'&+(4, ,$$'/!$,%+,' .++,'%-$,!($
+'-*+'!&'*%,!'&,'&6!,!'&$$14+  +-!$,$!&,;!&,-,'%,!'&4$$'/!&$!&,+*'%
%-$,!($+1+,%+,'++'&;%&$!.,+ '*+6

 ##&'-##
!1$*&+!,1+,%+5FDEK<*+&,
  
 -* ?/! ,5FDEJ<FDEK
'%+,5FDEI=-%%*>
35FDEE<FDEG
4$ ''$'&%&,4/ .&45FDEJ
4*'/&&!.*+!,14*'.!&4 5FDDM



 ##&'-##*!&+,'!#*&+!,!.*+0(*!&!&*&%&%&,4%*#,!&&$1,!+4&
'&+-$,!&6 !+(*.!'-+/'*#!&$-+.!+!&(+!''&, $-& '&/$!&' $, 1.&!&
% !&+4 $(!&*2!$!& $, *+,*,-(%+-*!,+-+,'%*$!,!%.$-4&$-& !&(*'-,
$!&0,&+!'&'&%2'&'* -* ?/! ,6!$$$!.+('/*-$%*#,!& +, (',&,!$,',!.,
$'1$'%%-&!,1'*!*+/ '/!$$ $(!#*&+!,$, !#+ **.'$-,!'&6-**&,$1!$$'.*++!#
*&+!,%*#,!&'*,+!& !$$( !4 '+&$+4& ++6
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  ''$!+,*!,' !$$( !5FDDL<FDDM
&, *'('$'14%($&!.*+!,14 !$$( !45FDDL






%$ *+,$!+ &-**&,$1$+!#*&+!,7+&,!'&$-+,'%*+*.!'(*,!'&+, ,+-(('*,+
'.*EDD4DDD!#+ *-+*+!&EI!,!+6 &/+'&, $-& ,%+, ,%&, $-& ' &'4
,*'!# *4&!# *<+,,!&-(!+(, '(*,!'&+&', **!,!$'*&!2,!'&$
+,*-,-*+6*!'*,'!#*&+!,4 &/'*#/!, *++*'',+%(!&, ,+-++-$$1(++*$
$!+$,!'&4%++!.$10(&!&$'$&%!&'*!,1++,'%!'/&*+ !(6 , &'.*+/, &,!'&$
'*,,'$.*, &/$/1+-(('*,!&, '-+&+'$'$'%%-&!,1*'-(+!&(($1!&'**!'
$!&++6 &$!.+, ,$'$%!'/&*+ !(&++,'+-+,!&$,*&+('*,,!'&*.!,$!&*,!&
$, 1&'&&,'%%-&!,!+6

 "  (
!1$*&+!,1+,%+5FDEJ<*+&,
 
  &-+,*!+5EMMI<FDEJ
&$!&!$$'$+'*,5EMLM;EMMI
'$&%&,4 #!,1$'*!4EMKG


 "  (!+, &*$&*'!# *6!#/+!&, '$-+!&+++-(*!&,&&,&
'$+'*,&*6-*!&, ,,!%4 %, 1'-&+,*,!!'$'-*+-(*!&,&&,=>
!&, '$'-*+-(*!&,&&,+++'!,!'&'%*!6 /+!&+,*-%&,$!&, .$'(%&,'
-!&$$!+,&+4+$,*+!+,&,,-**++, ,/+$,*%*#,+ ++-$,+$#$!*++6 &EMMI +,*,
  &-+,*!+, ,$,/!, '$'-*+'&+-$,!&4$&+(+!&&'&+,*-,!'&+&-$,!%,$1$
,', '(&!&'!#+ '(!& &*+'&.6'$$'/!&+ '*,*,!*%&,4 %, &*$
&*'*!# *&$-& , +1+,%!&FDEJ6!#!+,!.!& -* , , $(+(*&,+
/ ' .$'+, !$*&6
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E8&-*,)0#/-#(--( #((#&*&(1#."+/,.,&3
*,)$.#)(-.".)0,." )&&)1#(!8&-)5*,)0#(2'*&
) #((#&?(&3.#*),..)*,)0#.)."
')(."&38 (&//,,(.,#.,*,)--#(! -7

 '*.- /


! &%
!),

8&( ),)0,#(!)*,.#)(&)-.-



#3&,(-#.3-.'-"-()*,.#(!#%",-#(#.-&/("#(FDEJ8"#-)*,.#)("-
#(&/0#-##&#.3#(.)).",0(/-()-.-) ."#%-",-3-.'80,."3,-51"01),%.)
-.,#%.",#!".&(.1(2&&(.)*,.#)(-( ,)2,)0,3 ),."-3-.'8#%,(-#."-
&)1,)-.-3)0,AEFD5DDD#(FDEM1"#&#(,-#(!,#,-"#*3QJEP8 (FDFD5#%","-'),
."()0,#.-)*,.#)(&)-.-8

Bike Transit’s *,)*)-/-#(--')&#-.))(.#(/#()/,/,,(.)*,.#(!-.,/./,51",#%,(-#.
)&&.-system revenues on RTC’s behalf. These revenues plus (3-*)(-),-"#*)&&.1#&&!).)1,-
)0,#(!)*,.#)(&)-.-8*,)*)-.".)(!)#(!')(."&3)*,.#)(&)-.-,,#'/,-')(."&3
#(&/#(!(.,&-/**),.  ),'*&)3-().#,.&3#( -!-5-1&&*,) #.',!#(5-+/).#(
.",#,)*)-&8

)'%)*,.#)(&)-.--#'#&,.)/,,(.51,*,)*)-#(!"(!-.)."  -#(."#-51"#", &.
."/,,(.  -()*,.#)(&&0&-8

.."'(.E#(&/-(2'*&#((#&((&3.#*),..)*,)0#')(."&3.)8

%
 '*.- /
! &%
8,)*)-,.,/./,<*&-#(&/.&-..1)<F=

!),
*,)*)- ,-.,/./,-&#(.#(!."*, ,,&.,(.#0-5
#(&/#(!,0(/*,)$.#)(- ),"&.,(.#0=

#%,(-#."-((!!1#.",.#(!($/-.#(!."/,,(. ,-.,/./, ),#%",8
*,)*)-.)#.",%*."/,,(. ,-.,/./,),$/-..)(&.,(.#08

/,,(.7
AI:FH; )/,--7(&#'#.GD;'#(/.,#-#(FH;")/,*,#)82.,AH*,GD'#(/.- ),,#-)0,GD'#(/.-8
AED:G;3--7(&#'#.GD;'#(/.,#-#(KF;")/,*,#)82.,AH*,GD'#(/.- ),,#-)0,GD'#(/.-8
AEI:GD;3--7(&#'#.GD;'#(/.,#- ),GD3-82.,AH*,GD'#(/.- ),,#-)0,GD'#(/.-8

(&)%(;#%72.,AE
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AI:FH; )/,--7(&#'#.GD;'#(/.,#-#(FH;")/,*,#)82.,AH*,GD'#(/.- ),,#-)0,GD'#(/.-8
AED:G;3--7(&#'#.GD;'#(/.,#-#(KF;")/,*,#)82.,AH*,GD'#(/.- ),,#-)0,GD'#(/.-8
AEI:GD;3--7(&#'#.E;")/,,#- ),GD3-82.,AH*,")/, ),,#-)0,E")/,8
AEDD:GJI;3--7(&#'#.E;")/,,#- ),GJI3-82.,AH*,")/, ),,#-)0,E")/,8
AI9AID:/,GD;3(GJI;3-- ),+/&# 3#(!*--")&,-8

(&)%(;#%72.,AE

#%,(-#.*, ,-."&.,(.#0*&(-#.#(,--,0(/(*,)0#-#.#)(&)*.#)(- ),&)(!.,'
*--")&,-8
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20211
20212
20213
20214
!&( '

2021
',-"#*-
AFD5IKK
AFK5KDG
AFG5KHF
AFE5HDF
AMG5HFI
-!-
AEG5GKH
AEL5DDK
AEI5HGF
AEG5MEF
AJD5KFJ
;#%(&)%-
AGHG
AHJF
AGMJ
AGIK
AE5IIK
!&
AGH5FMI
AHJ5EKF
AGM5IKD
AGI5JKE
AEII5KDL
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20213
20214
!&( '
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',-"#*-
AFE5JDJ
AFM5DLL
AFH5MGD
AFF5HKF
AMG5HFI
-!-
AEH5DHG
AEL5MDK
AEJ5FDH
AEG5MEF
AJD5KFJ
;#%(&)%-
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AHEJ
AGIK
AE5IIK
!&
AGJ5DDM
AHL5HLE
AHE5IID
AGK5HII
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 '* ! &%
8,!(#4.#)(",.) '*&)3-5().#(!%3*,-)((&

!),

#%,(-#."-.') H&)&'*&)3-5-/**),.3EJ9K9GJI/-.)',-,0#(."(#&(
'#(#-.,.#0-/**),.#()/,(.,&!,)/*8/,,(.),!(#4.#)(",.#--")1(&)18. #(!'3
#(,---3-.'!,)1-8


%
 '*.- /
! &%
8#&#.#-5+/#*'(.(-

!),

#%,(-#."--/,'#2;/-1,")/-() # #&#.3 ),." -!-)*,.#)(8 ."-G5FDD
-+/, .8 )/-#(." #&#.3,) #-5 /&&3+/#**.1);-..#)(#%,*#,-")*51,")/- ),
,*#,#%-5%#)-%,*#,-..#)((",!#(!,- ),)."%#)-%(&.,##%-..,#-8

%
 '*.- /
! &%
F8-,#)*,.#)(-) ."-3-.'/,#(!."*,)*)-

!),
)(.,.*,#)8

#%,(-#.1#&&)*,.."-3-.'1#."." )&&)1#(!%3*"#&)-)*"#-#('#(7

•
),&&--*,) --#)(&#-'
•
)&.'
•
/-.)',;),#(.'#(-.

Bike Transit’s overall approach is to /-)/,1),&;&--2*,#(.),.()*,.#)(.".#-)(.#(/)/-
(*,) --#)(&53.-.3-#(."%!,)/(.)(-/,)*,.#)(-(',%.#(!,)'*&.&3"(&3
."&)&.'8

Bike Transit’s top priority in marketing, customer service and operations is the customer. The customer
2*,#( ),,!#-.,.#)(5)(;&#((.."%#)-%5'/-..,(-*,(.(-'))."8"#%"%)/.
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*,)--5*")(('#&)''/(#.#)(5#%'#(.(((,&(#(!,(.,)(*)-#.#0
2*,#( ),."/-.)',8/(,-.(.".)(2*,#((./,(&#. #,-.;.#',#,) ) 
#%-",8", ),51-.,)(!&3&#0#("0#(!-,0#&0&-!,1#."."#.3.".,/-.)',;
),#(.8

%
 '*.- /
! &%
G8-,#3)/,*,#),2*,#()*,.#(!#%-",

!),
-3-.'-),).",-#'#&,0(./,-

#%,(-#.’s leadership"0&/("()*,.#%-",-3-.'--#(."3-.,.#(."#(FDED8
&#-)()"(&."&/("-) -"#(!.)(5)-.)((1),% ),-.,.#(!#3&,(-#.
3-.'-8#( ),'#(!#%,(-#.#(FDEG5)/,.'"-&/("(operated Philadelphia’s Indego, Los
Angeles’ Metro Bike Share, Las Vegas’ RTC Bike Share and OKC Spokies. &--G8/&# #.#)(- ), /,.",
#( ),'.#)(8

%
 '* ! &%

!),
H8&-*,)0#3)/,-. #(!*&(-5-"/&-(-,#*.#)(-) ,)&-(
,-*)(-##&#.#-(--,3 ),&&-*.-) ."#%-",5#(&/#(!/-.)',-,0#5
)*,.#)(-('#(.((8

Bike Transit’s #%",)*,.#)(1#&&-. 3 )/, /&&;.#'()(*,.;.#'.''',-#( -
!-<H8I=8 (#.#)(5.",1#&&-/**),.#(." ),')  #((#&'(!'(.5 5',%.#(!5
/-.)',-,0#("/'(,-)/,- ,)'."(.,&'#("#&&*"#8

)&&)1#(!,)/,-.#'.- ),--3-.') FFI#%-<."'#;*)#(.) .")-.,)*)-&,(!) FDD–
FHM#%-=8./&-. /&&#'+/#0&(.-<-='30#. ,)'."--.#'.--)( .),-
#(&/#(!7--)(&#.36-3-.'/.#&#4.#)(6-..#)(-#45#-/,-'(.(-*,6(-,0#),&),&0&
,+/#,'(.-8-.",1,-0,&# ,(.*&-#(.".".#(#.# ,(. ,+/(3) #%;
"%#(!5)/,-. #(!&0&---/')/,-.(,51"#"#-')(."&3#%"%-8

&%$"&! %
• "(,&(!,#-,-*)(-#& ),)0,&&*,)!,'-/--#(&/#(!'#(#-.,.#)(5*,.#)(-5
,%.#(!5/-.)',,0#5(&#(.,0##(&/#(!*/&#,&.#)(-5,*),.,.#)((&#0,38
.",,-*)(-##&#.#-#(&/7
 0,&&,-*)(-##&#.3) -3-.' /(.#)(&#.3#(&/#(!#3&5-..#)(5( &.8
 *,.#)(-(/-.)',-,0#.',,/#.'(.5"#,#(!5.,#(#(!5-"/&#(!5(
----'(.8

&."? .3&,-"#*()'*&#(8
 0&)*'(.()(.#(/)/-#'*,)0'(.) )*,.#(!*&(-?*)&##-8
 )'*&.(/,.,),;%*#(!(#(0(.),3'(!'(.8
 "#&( #&#.3'#(.(((,*#,8
 ',!(3,-*)(-*&((#(!8

• "*,.#)(-*,.'(.1#&&)(-#-.) 7
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  /&&;.#'"(##( )/-)(-..#)((%#)-%'#(.((-1&&--3-.',&(#(!
(#%*&'(.8
  /&&;.#'"(##( )/-)(#3&'#(.((5,*#,(- .38
 *,.;.#'"(##(.)--#-.#().",-( #&&#( ),K;3)*,.#)(-8
 &&'',-1#&&,)--.,#(#(&&)*,.#)(-.)*,)0#%/*()0,!/,#(!
.#') (0.#)(-8

&'%
. 1#&&-"/&.)'.-,0#(,*#,,+/#,'(.-6'#(#'#4/-.)',,-*)(-.#'-6'2#'#4
-. 0#&#&#.3.)/-.)',(-3-.'(-('2#'#4#3&0#&#&#.38

• "(,&(!,1#&&.3*#&&31),%K';H*';6")10,5 &2##&#.31#&&,+/#,.)'.
-3-.'(-8
• ",%.#(!)),#(.),1#&&1),% &2#&")/,--(--,38"#-1#&&#(&/.#'#..)
)(&#(*,-(50(.-(*,.(,-"#*-8
• *,.#)(--. 1#&&-"/&.)'.-3-.',+/#,'(.-83*#&&35-"# .-1#&&K';G*'5K
3-*,1%8"/&-'30,31#."-3-.''(-8
• #%,(-#.*,)0#-2*.#)(&/-.)',-,0#GJI3-3,3*")(5'#&5(.2.'--!
.1(."")/,-) H'(ED*'8
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 '* ! &%
E8,)0#&&(.,0#&#&#.38 (&/'.,#-/-.).,'#(/-.)',

!),
-.#- .#)(8

#%,(-#.*,)0#-2*.#)(&/-.)',-,0#GJI3-3,3*")(5'#&5(.2.'--!
.1(."")/,-) H'(ED*'8(-1,LDP) &&-1#."#(FD-)(-51,-*)(.)EDDP) 
'#&-1#."FH")/,-5(1,*&3.)LIP) .2.'--!-1#."#(F")/,-8)-.#'*),.(.&351'#(.#(
/-.)',.#- .#)(),) MIP),"#!",8
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 '* ! &%
F8 (.# 3-3-.'-/-.,%(#-*."--#-.(.)/-.)',-5#(&/#(!

!),
'"(#&#--/-),,#,#($/,#-8

/,/-.)',-,0#(.,/--(-%5*)1, /&)'(#;"((&/-.)',-/**),.*&. ),'5.).,%
0,3/-.)',-,0##(.,.#)(1".",#.)'-3*")(5.2.'--!5),'#&8

/-.)',-()(..)/,/-.)',-,0#(., ),(3.3*) #--/()/,!(.-1#&&#(#.#.."*,)*,
,-*)(-8"#-(#(&/"&*#(!/-.)', #(("%)/.()*,&#%5#-*."#(!.'
'',.)--#-./-.)',#(*,-)(5),"&*#(!/-.)',.))(..',!(3-,0#-8

&&'"(#&#--/-,*),.3/-.)',-.,#!!,."&)%)1() ."#%.)*,0(.-/-+/(."%)/.5
(()*,.#)(-.#%.#-' ),)/,'"(#&-,0#-.'8
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G8 (.# 31",/-.)',-,0#.)&& ,.&*")((/',1#&&#-*&3)(

!),
"#3&8 (&/.)&& ,.&*")(5.2.)*.#)(0#&&5(1-#.,--8

/,.)&&; ,(/',#-#-*&3)(0,3#%(-..#)(#(#.#)(.)."1-#.(**8
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 '* ! &%
H8,)0#/-.)',-,0#0#&#&#.3((/',) !(.-5")/,-) 3(3- 
!),
*,3,8

/,/-.)',-,0#(.,#-)*(( /&&3-. GJI3-3,.1(."")/,-) H'(ED*'8
/,.-")1-.".)0,MDP) ."&&-)'1#."#(."#-.#'*,#)8&&0)#'#&-.".,& .)/.-#) 
/-.)',-,0#")/,-,,./,(."(2.38/,,(.&35)/,/-.)',-,0#(.,#--. 3ED
!(.-(&3.') .1)-"# .-/*,0#-),-('(!,8

%
 '* ! &%
I8,)0#'#(#'/'('2#'/'")&.#'-5(#&&/-.,.+/.-. #(!.)

!),
'.."-.#'-8

'#(.#((LDP-,0#&0&) &&-(-1,1#."#(FD-)(-8/,0,!1#..#'#-FF-)(-8
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 '* ! &%
J8 (.# 3*"3-#&&).#)() &&(.,5(#(&/,.#)(&/-.).,'#(( 
!),
#(;")/-0-8)/.-)/,&&(.,8


#%,(-#.,/(."/-.)',,0#(.,)/.) "#&&*"#5")'.) (!)5&,!#%-",*,)!,'
.".#%,(-#.&-))*,.-8&#(!."/-.)',-,0#.'#("#&&*"#(&)(!-# (!)
)*,.#)(-!#0-."/-.)',-,0#.'#,.--(#&32*)-/,.)." /&&#%-",)-3-.'8
(3) )/,/-.)',-,0#,*,-(..#0-, ,+/(./-,-) #%--",("0*,-)(&2*,#(
/-#(!."*,)/.(-,0#8

%
 '* ! &%
K8 (.# 3."*,) ##(3) /-.)',-,0#!(.-8

!),

/,/-.)',-,0#.'"-*2*,#((2*,.#-#(#%-",8*,)0#-,0#.)EI
# ,(.#%-",*,)!,'-("0 #&)0,GDD5DDD/-.)',-,0#,+/-.-8/,/-.)',-,0#
,*,-(..#0-"0.(-) .")/-(-) ")/,-) 2*,#(--#-.#(!#%-",/-.)',- ,)'#0,-
/&./,&()()'#%!,)/(-8/,.'"-2.(-#0%()1&!) 3&-3-.'-5-) .1,.))&-5
%#)-%-5(#%-8#.#)(&&350,3)()(."/-.)',-,0#.'5 ,)')/,,*,-(..#0-.))/,
#,.),5/(,!)-,)--.,#(#(!#(." #&1#."-..#)(."(##(-(#%'"(#-8#."."#- #,-."(
%()1&!) ."3&*,)/.51,&.)+/#%&3.,)/&-")).(,-)&0/-.)',-,0##--/-8

",(!) /-.)',-,0##(+/#,#-.".)/,.'"-"(&-*(-."')-.)'')(.)."')-.-).,#8
,#..)#%-",#(!-(+/#.& ),'*/&#.,(-*),..#)(5(.", ),,)''#...)
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--#-.#(!0,3/-.)',-."),)/!"&3-*)--#&8)-.) )/,.''',-,,!/&,3&#-.-),#%-",
/-,-5 1"#" (&- ."' .) ,&. .) /-.)',- )(  *,-)(& &0&8 /, /-.)', -,0# .' &#0- (
,."-#%-",8%()1 #,-."(1"./-.)',-,2*,#(#(!5(1,)''#...)#'*,)0#(!
.".2*,#(8
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L8*.(--) /-.)',-,0#*,-)((&.),-*)(.)0)#5'#&(.2.

!),
,+/-.- ),"&*8

#3&,(-#.*,)0#-2*.#)(&/-.)',-,0#0#*")(5'#&5(.2.'--!.",)/!""#!"&3
2*,#(.')  ,#(&3( ##(./-.)',-,0#,*,-(..#0-8),.".M#(ED*")(&&-,
,-)&0/,#(!." #,-.&&(1#.")/..,(- ,8/,)'(#;"((&-) .1,5(-%5&&)1-!(.-.)
-'&--&3')0.1(*")(5.2.5('#&-)(."*, ,() ."/-.)',8

/,/-.)',-,0#.'#-*,).#0#()/,)''/(#.#)((1*,).#0&3,")/..)/-.)',-.)
*,0(.(!.#02*,#(- ),."3"**((.)#'*,)0)0,&&/-.)',2*,#(8*,#
)/,-&0-#(%()1#(!.".)/,,#,-($)3.")(0(#() )/,-,0#(.",&##&#.3) )/,/-.)',
-/**),..'8&)1#-(2'*&) .3*#&#(.,.#)(.1()/,/-.)',-,0#.'()/,,#,-7
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M8 (!/!-0#&& ),/-.)',-,0#&&-<FH9K(9),)(;&&=

!),

/-.)',-1")-*%(!&#-"(*(#-"1#&&&.).&%.)%()1&!&#%,(-#.,*,-(..#0
#(."#,(.#0&(!/!8"((--,35 ),&(!/!-).",."((!&#-"(*(#-"51(/.#&#4&#0
*")(#(.,*,..#)(-,0#1"#"&&)1-/-.))''/(#.#()0,)("/(,&(!/!-8
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 '* ! &%
ED8.,.!3 ),)''/(#.#)() /-.)',-,0#&&-.)-.,..'51#."

!),
'.")- ),#--/.,%#(!?,-)&/.#)(

#%-",/-,-,)/,3-(,-)(."!,)/(5(1,)1-)/,#( ),'.#)(!(,. ,)'."#,
)''/(#.#)(1#."/-.)#(.# 3(-)&0#--/-8&&-..#)(()*,.#)(&-,0##--/-,.,%
.",)/!".#%.#(!-3-.'<&&##2= ,)',.#)(/(.#&,-)&/.#)(8##2&&)1-/-.)*,).#03
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Most routine bicycle and kiosk maintenance can be done “in the field.” Maintenance vehicles will be equipped
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As the operator, we view ourselves as stewards of RTC’s property, (1.%.".,-*)(-##&#.3-,#)/-&38
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Bike Transit’s leadership have launched and operated bike share systems since they started in the US in 2010.
&#-)()"(&."&/("-) -"#(!.)(5)-.)((1),%5 ),-.,.#(!#3&,(-#.
3-.'-8#( ),'#(!#%,(-#.#(FDEG5our team has launched and operated Philadelphia’s Indego, Los
Angeles’ Metro Bike Share, Las Vegas’ RTC Bike Share and OKC Spokies. Please see G8/&# #.#)(- ), /,.",
#( ),'.#)(8
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1/$("&&(%
!largest testimony to Bike Transit’s ability to operate and expand RTC Bike Share is our proven experience
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Bike Transit’s leadership have launched and operated bike share systems since they started in the US in 2010.
%",('(!'%-!%.'!,(,!"' -('4(,-(''0(+$(+,-+-"' "2%+',"-
Systems. Since forming Bike Transit in 2013, our team has launched and operated Philadelphia’s Indego, Los
Angeles’ Metro Bike Share, Las Vegas’ RTC Bike Share and OKC Spokies.
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!$"' 4"$''.%+.+",!&'-4"%2,--"('!%-!!$.),+(&!*.+-+,4(':,-+-,--"('
!$,4%"--++&(/%4 +"-"',+-!"-"+&(/%4+%'"' 4",)-!4/'-&+$-"' 4 (':(+"' 
'(:(+"' 4&'2.,-(&+:,+/""-&,,)""-(-!2%,2,-&4,-2,(+&'2-,$,4'
/'+-"' '00"-!-!))+()+"-))+(/%,7

'"-"('4(.+,-+"'-"&-%2&"%"+0"-!-!2%$''!/,-+(' +%-"(',!")0"-!-!"+
,--(',.+-!0,"-4&("%))'$"(,$,+.)'+.''"' ,&.!,)(,,"%0"-!"'(.+('-+(%7

4/+)*%#((, 
"$+',"-)+(/",1)-"('%.,-(&+,+/"/")!('4&"%4'-1-&,, -!+(. !'1)+"'
-&(+"'%2'""'-.,-(&+,+/"+)+,'--"/,7.,-(&+,%+'(.-(.+('--
"'(+&-"('4,"-",",)%2"'!" !%2/","%%(-"(',(',--"(',4"$,40,"-'&("%))%"-"('0"-!
-%)!(''.&+4-1-'.&+'&"%+,,-(0!"!-!).%"&2"+-*.,-"(',4(&)%"'-,'
(&&'-,+ +"' -!,+/")+(/"7

"$+',"-)+(/",1)-"('%.,-(&+,+/"FIH2,2+2)!('4&"%4'-1-&,, 
-0'-!!(.+,(G&'DC)&7.++'-%24(.+.,-(&+,+/"'-+",,-2DC '-,'%2
-&(-0(,!"-,.)+/",(+,'&' +7',0+KCO(%%,0"-!"'EC,(',40+,)('-(
DCCO(&"%,0"-!EG!(.+,4'0+)%2-(KHO(-1-&,, ,0"-!"'E!(.+,7.+/+ 0"--"&",
EE,(',7(,-"&)(+-'-%240&"'-"'.,-(&+-",-"('(+(LHO(+!" !+7

.+.,-(&+,+/"'-+.,,',$4)(0+.%(&'":!''%.,-(&+,.))(+-)%-(+&4-(-+$
/+2.,-(&+,+/""'-+-"('0!-!+"-(&,2)!('4-1-&,, 4(+&"%7.,-(&+,'('--
(.+.,-(&+,+/"'-+(+'2-2)(",,.'(.+ '-,0"%%"'"-"--!)+()++,)(',7!",'
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"'%.!%)"' .,-(&+"''!$(.-'()+%"$4",)-!"' -&&&+-(,,",-
.,-(&+"')+,('4(+!%)"' .,-(&+-(('--&+ '2,+/",7%%&!'"%",,.,+)(+-2
.,-(&+,-+" +-!%($(0'(-!"$-()+/'-,.,*.'-!$(.-4''()+-"(',-"$-",&
(+(.+&!'"%,+/",-&7(+%%"'-+-"(',0"-!.,-(&+,40+--"%-"$-,-!-+
- (+"3'-+$"'(.+,2,-&.'-"%-!",,.",+,(%/7

)+(."':)-!-+ +"' -!.,(.,-(&+('--'-!+((-.,(-!"+",,.7!",-
",!" !%2,)""-("$,!+,2,-&,'-!+(. !+ .%+'%2,",0+"'(.+.,-(&+,.))(+-)+-",
'()+-"('%,2,-&,7

.,-(&+,'+"+,+(.+2,'+,('-! +(.'4'0+(0,(.+"'(+&-"(' '+-+(&
-!"+(&&.'"-"('0"-!.,-("'-"2'" '(,",,.,"'+%-"&7)+(.(&)+!',"/+)(+-,
-!-)+(/".,0"-!%+)"-.+((-!-2)"%'-2)"%.,-(&+1)+"',7.+.,-(&+,+/"
-&",)+(-"/"'(.+(&&.'"-"(''0+(.-"'%2('--.,-(&+,-()+/'-' -"/1)+"',
(+-!2!))''-("&)+(/(/+%%.,-(&+1)+"'7

5/&(* %$)
.%""$!+()+-"(',+Bike Transit’s+'.--+7!/%.'!(3'&#(+:"-2"$
,!+,2,-&,' "''-"('%+).--"('(+1%%'"'%"'-,+/"'.,-(&+,+/"4"'
"'- +"-2((.+&' &'-',-+(' +%-"(',!"),0"-!(.+%"'-,7

"$+',"-&)%(2,DEL&)%(2,'-"('0"4"'%."' DG'-+%&)%(2,'DC.,-(&+,+/"
&)%(2,0!(,+/DG"$,!+,2,-&,(.-,"(!"%%)!"7

(+-! , ,,2,-&40)+()(,G7H.%%:-"&*."/%'-,<,=-(&--!,+/"%/%,"'-!7
!,%(%,-"'%.6

• D.%%:-"&'+%' +
• D.%%:-"&!'""'(.,(',--"(''$"(,$&"'-'',0%%,,2,-&+%'"' '"$
)%&'-7
• D.%%:-"&!'""'(.,('"2%&"'-''4+)"+',-27
• D)+-:-"&!'""'-(,,",-"'(-!+,'"%%"'(+J:2()+-"(',7
• D.%%:-"&+$-"' ((+"'-(+

!,%(%,-0"%%.-"%"3(.+)+()+"-+2%"++2(,-'+()+-"' )+(.+,-!-(/+,'+%2%%
,)-,()+( +&()+-"(''&' &'-7!,,+(',-'-%2"' +/",'"&)+(/4'
'&(""-'2-"&.)('+*.,-7

'-!"''"%,"4"$+',"-!,."%-+).--"('(+"''"%-+',)+'27.,''-+)+",
(.'-"' ,2,-&0!"!%%(0,,-'+:(+&--+$"' ((,-,"'!" !-"%4',)+--+$"' ("$
+',"-(+)(+-"'(',",-'-(+&7'."-"''"%+)(+-,+*."$%2/"%%('&('-!%2(+
!(,",7!,(,-+)(+-,0"%%)+(/"+"-"%()+-"' (,-"'(+&-"(',0%%,-!,",(+&('-!%2
,+/""'/(",-(7%%.,"',,+(+,(+-! , ,,2,-&0"%%+-"'%(%%2'/"%%
(+1&"'-"('(+."--'2-"&7)"",!+'-"(':%/%.'-"(',< 6)2+(%%)+(,,"' =)+(/"
+)(+-,,)+-%2"'-"2"'  , ,:,)""(,-,7.!+)(+-,+/"%%-((.+%(%(.'-"' '
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&' &'-)+,(''%7%"/-!-"''"%-+',)+'2",-!$2-(&"'-"'"' -+.,--0'
('-+-(+'%"'-7

Included in Bike Transit’s list of SOPs is station relocation. Since inception, 8 RTC Bike Share stations have been
&(/-('0%(-"(','F(-!+,!/'+%(-(+--+)+(+&'7!&(/,!/+%(-
,--"(',"'!" !+.,+,'%-(+,&',(+%'"' 7

As the operator, we view ourselves as stewards of RTC’s property, we take that responsibility seriously.
!+(+4(.+,"'%.&-!(,(+%'"' 4+&(/"'  +"-"',+-!"-"4%"--++&(/%4'
+-+"/"' "$,-!-!/'(.-(-!,2,-&(+&(+-!'EG!(.+,7!",)+(,,"'%.,%%"' '
&"%"' .,-(&+,4(&&.'"-"' 0"-!%(%.,"',,,'%(%)(%"",-+"-,4'"'%."'  '+%
(&&.'"-"(',-(,("%&"-(+)(+-"2%,%(,-(+'('7

"'%%240%"/+-"%&('-!%24*.+-+%24''.%'!(+)(+-,-(7%,()+(/"()'-
to the public and at RTC’s request, and+(',-'-%2'%23"' -!--(+(&&'--+,2,-&
)+(+&'('%%+('-,7

5/1 #() &
"$+',"-0(+$,%(,%20"-!2%'-((+.'"*.())(+-.'"-",(+&&+,!")-2),7/+-!
),-F2+,4-!,())(+-.'"-",!/"'%.6-!F:2,,4-!"$!+(+.,"',,)+( +&4'
,.,,.%1.-"('(FC:2,,)+(&(-"('0"-!(/+D4HCC+&)-"(',7

-+- ",-(((,-&&+,!")"'%.(' ("' &"%4,("%&"4'-1-(&&.'"-"(',-(.),%%,.%
+"+,-(&&+,!")7"-"('%%24)+-'+,!"),4(:)+(&(-"(',4'1)+"'-"% +(.)+",)+,'-
('+-())(+-.'"-",(+"-"('%&&+,!")," '.),7

"$+',"-%,(()+-,-!"+,-"$,!+,2,-&"'-!-((+.%%&&+,!")(.'-"'- +-"('
0"-!-!%(%-+',"-,2,-&(Los Angeles’ Metro Bike !+=7.+ '+$-"' -&,0(+$%(,%20"-!
2%('+-"' '0",(.'-,'.'%,-((+-("+'-,-$!(%+,7

5/2)()
"$+',"-!,'--!(++('-"'"&)+(/"' -!+,-+.-.+,(+"$,!+,2,-&,7(+-!"$
!+,2,-&4"$+',"-!,''  0"-!/%.-"' -!+,-+.-.+('('-"'.%,",'
#.,-"' ,'7)+()(,-("-!+$)-!.++'-+,-+.-.+(+#.,--('%-+'-"/4,
"'"-%(06

.++'-6

• @H9EG: (.+,,6'%"&"-FC:&"'.-+","'EG:!(.+)+"(71-+@G)+FC&"'.-,(++",
(/+FC&"'.-,7
• @DC9F:2,,6'%"&"-FC:&"'.-+","'JE:!(.+)+"(71-+@G)+FC&"'.-,(++",(/+
FC&"'.-,7
• @DH9FC:2,,6'%"&"-FC:&"'.-+",(+FC2,71-+@G)+FC&"'.-,(++",(/+FC
&"'.-,7
• '%($':"$61-+@D
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%-+'-"/6
• @H9EG: (.+,,6'%"&"-FC:&"'.-+","'EG:!(.+)+"(71-+@G)+FC&"'.-,(++",
(/+FC&"'.-,7
• @DC9F:2,,6'%"&"-FC:&"'.-+","'JE:!(.+)+"(71-+@G)+FC&"'.-,(++",(/+
FC&"'.-,7
• @DH9FC:2,,6'%"&"-D:!(.++",(+FC2,71-+@G)+!(.+(++",(/+D!(.+7
• @DCC9FIH:2,,6'%"&"-D:!(.++",(+FIH2,71-+@G)+!(.+(++",(/+D!(.+7
• @H8@HC9.+FC:2'FIH:2,,(+*.%"2"' ),,!(%+,7
• '%($':"$61-+@D

(-!+,-+.-.+,)+(/","&)%4,2-(.'+,-',2,-&(+%%.,+,5%%(0*."-%,,(+.,+,
(/+2"' "'(&%/%,5+%--!-+./%.(-!,2,-&-(.,+,5+-"''"%%2+,)(',"%",2,-&
"'-!%(' -+&5''(.+ ,!(+-+-+"),7

5/3 $$ "($)* %$)
Although Bike Transit’s IT department greatly emphasizes security, it is actually BCycle’s payment system that
!'%,"''"%-+',-"(',4%"' -(",-+".-"('"'-("$+',"-()+-"' (.'-72%’,)2&'-
,2,-&)-,)2&'-,/"+"-+8"-+7.+,.+"-2)+(-((%,+."%-.)('-0((+)",6
E'+2)-"(''!(,-0)2&'-8,"%'-)(,-7E'+2)-"(''!(,-0)2&'-8,"%'-)(,-
+)+(/"2+"-%% -74 F7C(&)%"'-)2&'-,2,-&7!+"-+++,"'-!2%
,2,-&+E<)("'--()("'-'+2)-"('=+++,7!",&',-!-0!'.,-(&+,0"),+"-
+4-!+"-+'.&+",'+2)---!+!7'.''+2)-+"-+'.&+",'/+
)+(,,4,-(+(+-+',&"--2$"(,$(+2%,+/+7.+-!+&(+42%(,'(-!/-!
+2)-"('$2,—('%2-!)2&'-)+(,,(+!,-!+2)-"('$2,7,,'-"%%24-!$"(,$",'.-+%++"+
(-!E1!' 7

"&"%+%24"$+',"-(,'(-(%%-(+!(%'2+"-+"'(+&-"('+(&'2.,+,7

5/4,$+)
"$+',"-0"%%(%%-+/'.+(&(-!$"(,$-+',-"(','0,"--+',-"(',.,"' ,.+"'-+
'*.")&'-)+(/"22%4)+(,,2+"-%%7%%+/'.(%%-+(&-!,2,-&4'-(
+"-+'(-!+&+!'-'$)+(,,"' ,40"%%!%"',)+-'",-"'-'$(.'-'(-
(&"' %0"-!'2(-!+"2%+',"-2,-&,.',7-%,-&('-!%24.-,+*.'-%2,,"+24
%%-!'-(%%-.',0"%%",-+".-/"0"+-+',+-('(.'-," '-27&('-!%2
+('"%"-"('0"%%)+(+&2"2%+',"-(.'-"' )+,(''%-(',.+'('"+&-!--(-%
+/'.'-(+"-+(%%-"(',",",-+".--(-"&%2'(&)%-%27

5/5* $#$*–   
-(%%-"(''+)(+-"' ",(&&"-&'-'),,"('(+"$+',"-'2%7.+-0(
(+ '"3-"(',(%%(+-)%2-()+(/"!,2,-&–"-,).%"4-! '2%"'-'-!%(%
&)%(2,:0"-!.,-(&"3+)(+-,'-4,0%%,-!.-('(&2-(&"'-!"'(+&-"('(+
,)""--!-'%23&&+,!")'., '"&)+(/()+-"('%""'27

(%%(0"' +-!-'+)(+-,-!-"$+',"-0"%%('-"'.-()+(/"7!,'('-"'.%%2+"'
.+"' -!('-+-)+"(0"-!6
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•
•

('-!%2+)(+-,6"$+',"-,.&"-,-"%&('-!%2+)(+-0!"!"'%.,-%",-%(07!",
+)(+-'('" .+,('",.,,"(','',('",,,"%('%"'/"%.7
,!(+6 '(+&-"(')+(/"-(4.,-(&"3--’s",+-"('7-'"'%. ,
'(-!+()+-"' )+(+&'-4,0%%,&&+,!")'+"+,!")7


(%%(0"' ",)+()(,&('-!%2+)(+-"'  '(+&-"('4.-'('" .+-(’s,)""',6
• &+,!")'"+,!")<&('-!%2=–2),,-2)4"'%."' '0),,,,(%'%),
• &( +)!",<*.+-+%2=–-!'""-243")(,4!(.,!(%"'(&4 4 '+42),,-2)
• +$-"' <&('-!%2=–/'-,')+(&((,
• .,-(&+,+/"<&('-!%2=–%%,4&"%,4+,)(',-"&(+!4%%.+-"('4"+,-%%+,(%.-"('
• "$&"'-''<&('-!%2=–&"'-'',.&&+2'"$"',)-"('+)(+-
• --"('&"'-''<&('-!%2=–&"'-'',.&&+24,--"('"',)-"('+)(+-4,--"('+"+,!")
•  ,<&('-!%2=
• /'.2),,-2)<&('-!%2=
• '"'-,,.!,+,!,<&('-!%2=

"$%%((.+"$,!+,2,-&,4"$!+0"%%('-"'.-(!/'()'4+%:-"&--!-
%%(0,(+/%()+,-().%%"$,!+-0"-!"$'($"'/'-(+2-/+2,--"('7-",/"%%"'
(+&-<,!--),688"$,!+7+-,'/7(&8&)8#,('8=(+"'(+-!&+"'"$!+,,("-"('
(+&-<!--),688 ,72%7(&82%;+-"$,!+8 ,7#,('=7

I7 (!* '
"$+',"-!,," '""'-1)+"'+(,,%%%/%,(&+$-"' 7 '"-"('4(.+1)+"' 
)+-&'-!,," '4!(,-'&"'-"',/+%,2,-&0,"-,4"'%."' Las Vegas’ "$
!+<0007"$,!+7+-,'/7(&=4!"%%)!"’s Indego<0007+""' (7(&=' (,' %,>-+("$
!+<"$,!+7&-+(7'-=7

( '+-!" !:*.%"-2&+$-"' "& +2-!-",+)+,'--"/(-!,+/"+4"-",,-'+(+"$
+',"--(!"+)!(-( +)!+,(+/'-,',,('%)!(-(,!((-,4'-(.-"%"3 ',- +&-$(/+,-(
'+-!" !:+,(%.-"(')!(-(,(0'2-!,2,-&<0!"!++(2%-2+'(.%&/"%%(+
&".,=7

,('(.+1)+"'()+-"' "$!+4,0%%,"$,!+"'!"%%)!"' (,' %,4&(,-
)()%%+'(.-"$,!+2,"' ,--"(','"$,('-!,-+-7!+(+4,"$!+
('-"'.,-( +(04-!&+$-"' ,-+- 20"%%+%2('-!(%%(0"' ,--"('%(-"(',-+- 26

• (--!,--"(',,/","%2'&(,-('/'"'-%2,)(,,"%(+&1"&.&0%$:2-+"7
• ',.+,--"('$"(,$')'%('-'-",(&)%%"' '!" !%2/","%40"-!%+%%,:-(:-"('7
• 1)+"'-"%&+$-"' /'-,,.!, +(.)+",40!"! "'''-,--"('7

'"-"('-(-!$2,-+- 2(%/+ "' "$,!+,--"('%(-"(','('-'-4"$+',"-0"%%%/-
-!+"+1)+"'4-"/-+"+,!")4'."%%(2%-2-!+(. !-!(%%(0"' &+$-"' --",6

• ('-!%2&"%'0,%--+7
• "-&"%&)" ',4"'%."' )+(&(-"(',',2,-&.)-,7
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•
•
•
•
•
•

 .%+,("%&"+(&&'-"(',<(($40"--+4' ',- +&=7
 .%+0,"-.)-,(+,,('%')+(&(-"('%&)" ',7
,('%)+(&((&)" ',7
-"%"3'2.'.,(':,--"(')'%,-(/+-",(+"$,!+7
(:)+(&(-"(',0"-!%"$:&"'(+ '"3-"(',7
 .%+),,!(%+,.+/2,7

.+&+$-"' ,-0"%%('+$-"' ((+"'-(+40"-!'-+%,.))(+-+(&-!"$+',"-+$-"' 
"+-(+7!'+%' +0"%%('-"'.-(,,",-"'&+$-"' (+-,,0%%7

J7% "'+ *.
"$+',"-",--!(++('-(-!'-"('%('/+,-"('(.-"$,!+'*."-27 '!"%%)!"4(.+
(+-,!/'+( '"3'-"('%%27+--!"+,-:/+,!,,2,-&-().+!,),,,"''
.-(&-&''+50)"('+'0)+""' ,-+.-.+-!-%(0+-!++"+-('-+2(+"$,!+2
(+"' &('-!%2),,"',-(,(%%2!" !+:)+"''.%),,5(.+"& +2'!''%,"'&+$-"' 
&)!,"3"/+,"-2'"'%.,"/',,"'.,+,(-!"$,!+,2,-&5(.+'%2-",+.,"' +%:-"&-
-("'0!-*."-2"'"$,!+&',''%23"' ,.,,"'+!"' %(0:"'(&)().%-"(','
(&&.'"-",((%(+('+%:-"&,",5(.+-!'"%0(+$"' (,' %,!%)&$"$,!+,"%2
,,"%-(&"%%"(',(-+',"-+"+,2+-"' -!"+,-“single card” bike share / transit system in-!5
'0!/,.,,.%%2"'-+(.+.+),,()-"(',"'(-!!"%%)!"' (,' %,7

K7-$() &
'(0'+,!")&(%0"-!,-!,2,-&(0'+",,-'+(+"$+',"-7.+,-!/0(+$"',.!
&(%,"'ECDC4'('-"'.-((,("'!"%%)!"4 (,' %,4' , ,7"'0!/,-+(' 
1",-"' +%-"(',!")0"-!2%40(+$"' "+-%20"-!-!&(',)+)+-,'-((%,0"%%+-,&%,,
)+(,,(+7

L7(,  ")
,&--+(,"()+-"('4"$+',"-)+(.+,40+),4*."),4&"'-"','"',.+,/!"%,(+(.+
"$,!+,2,-&,7.++'-%240!/D/''D%-+"+ ("$-(()+-"$!+7"$+',"-
*."),-!&0"-!,-2-.+,-(',.+)+(--"('("2%',-2(*.")&'-'&)%(2,7%%
, ,/!"%,+'0"%%+ ",-+"'-!--(/7!(.%1)',"('2('EHC"$,(.+4
"$+',"-0(.%'"-"('%/!"%7

10/ %+()$ %* %$%%(!
"$+',"-0"%%('-"'.-(()+--!"$!+,2,-&EG8J8FIH7.+!(.+,(&)%(2)+,'
0"%%J&-(DC)&5!(0/+4,(&('0"%%%02,('%%('(!(.+,7!",",,-'+"'%%((.+
,2,-&,70"%%('-"'.-(&"'-"'0+!(.,'(""%"-2"'(0'-(0' , ,7.,-(&+
,+/",.))(+-0"%%('-"'.-(/"%%+(&G&-(DC)&7

11/ .(%(#$ $ *%()
"$+',"-,-+(' %2%"/,"'$2)+(+&'"'"-(+,-(&('"-(+'"&)+(/)+(+&'4'%"/
-!,"'"-(+,,!(.%.,-(&+:(+"'-'+!%0"-!"'+,('%. -7%,(%"/"'
.%%-+',)+'2(('-!,)+(+&'"'"-(+,7.+()+-"(',,+-"%(+-(-!,  ,4'
'+%%2%%"'-(-!- (+",-!-!,)+()(,. Bike Transit has proposed the system’s current
('-+-  ,40!"!+,%" !-%2"+'--!'-!(,"'-!",7
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!'-"-2-!-'-+,"'-( ('-+-0"-!-! "('%+',)(+--"(' (&&",,"('((.-!+'/
 ",+*."+)+"(+-('-+"' "'-(,.! ('-+--("'(+&-! ('2+%(+))+'-
+ '"3-"('% ('%"-('-+,- 
' 1",-,0!')+,('(+.,"',,'-"-2!,'.'"+(&)-"-"//'- .,((-!+-"/"-",
(++%-"(',!"),0"-!(-!+)+,(', ' 1",-,0!''2(-!(%%(0"' "+.&,-',+", 


$(&)+-"%"-2(+&)"+#-"/"-240!'-!,.))%"+",.'%(+)(-'-"%%2.'%-(
)+(/""&)+-"%'(#-"/,,",-'(+/"-(-! .-((-!+-"/"-",
+%-"(',!"),('-+-,(+"+.&,-',



'*.% ,,-('(+&-"('4!,.))%"+!,'.'"+(&)-"-"//'- -!+(. !
(-"'"' ,,-('(').%""'(+&-"('.+"' -!)+(+&'('+%"+('-+-



",+(.'.%,4.+"' -!('.-('+%"+)+(.+&'--!,.))%"+!,,-%",!
-! +(.'+.%,(+.-.+)+(.+&'-2/%()"' -!,)""-"(',/%.-"('-(+,(+
,"&"%+(.&'-,

! "++()(,+0++'-,-!--(-!,-(!",!+"-,$'(0% '%"'1)-,(-!+0",
",%(,-!++'(+%/'--,(+"+.&,-',0!"!(.% "/+",-(' ! "++()(,+
 +,-!-"-+0+' ",",(/+'"&&"-'.%%",%(,.+"'0+"-"' &.,-&-(
-! 0!"!&.,-"'%.,+")-"('(-!-"('0!"!-!,.,,.%,.))%"+!,-$'-()+()(,,-(
-$-(/("(+&"-" -,.!('%"-,' ",-+&"'-(1",--! &2"-"-,",+-"(''%
-!('-+-0+'-!/'--!,.,,.%,.))%"+0,0+(' )+"(+-(-!0+( -!('-+-
'"'(-",%(,-!('%"- -(-!.+!,"' )+,'--"/-! &2-+&"'--!('-+-(+
.%-!)+(/","(',(-!",%.,&.,-"'%."'%%,.('-+-,(+0(+$-()+(+&,"&"%+-(
-!,+/")+(/"2-!)+"&,.))%"+'-!-+&,5('-+-65,.))%"+6'5.+!,"' 
)+,'--"/6&(""))+(1"&-%2-()+,+/-! 7,+" !-,
!          
!.'+," '('!%(-! "++()(,+!+2+-"",-!--!"'(+&-"('('-"'"'-!",
+-""-"('",.+-(&)%-'.++'-

June 10, 2020
"++()(,+7," '-.+'-

Alison Cohen
2)(++"'-&

CEO
"-%

Bicycle Transit

Systems

(&)'2&

1330 North 5th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19122
(&)'2 +,,

       

 

       

    



  

% #"""
+!&3&!2)

/1+"/0%&-

X ,/-,/1&,+

&*&1"!&&)&16,*-+6

/201

1%"/

Bicycle Transit

#""" 
+ )2!"!&#--)& )"

1330 North Fifth
Philadelphia PA

#"""!""

267-428-2 453

#""" 

""#!$!" ! "
))+,+-2)& )61/!"! ,/-,/1"20&+"00"+1&1&"0*201)&011%"+*"0,#&+!&3&!2)0%,)!&+$*,/"1%+#&3"-"/ "+1 ,4+"/0%&-,/#&++ &)
&+1"/"01&+1%"20&+"00"+1&16--"/&+$"#,/"1%" ,/!820&+"00"+1&1&"09&+ )2!"))20&+"0000, &1&,+0,/$+&7"!2+!"/,/$,3"/+"!6&1)"
 ,# 1%" "3! "3&0"! 1121"0 &+ )2!&+$ 21 +,1 )&*&1"! 1, -/&31" ,/-,/1&,+0 ),0" ,/-,/1&,+0 #,/"&$+ ,/-,/1&,+0 )&*&1"! )&&)&16
,*-+&"0 -/1+"/0%&-0 )&*&1"! -/1+"/0%&-0 +! -/,#"00&,+) ,/-,/1&,+0 ,/-,/1" "+1&1&"0 0%)) )&01 )) ,/-,/1" ##& "/0 +! ,/! ,#
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